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The Fourier expansion of functions on ffi.d is an indispensable tool with numerous applica-
tions. Likewise, the harmonic analysis of functions defined on the discrete cube {-I, l}d 
has found a host of applications; see the survey [KS]. Yet the Fourier expansion of some 
functions of interest is rather poorly understood. Here, we study the harmonic analysis 
of functions arising from planar percolation and answer most if not all of the previously 
posed problems regarding their Fourier expansions. We also derive some applications to 
the behavior of percolation under noise and in the study of dynamical percolation. It 
is hoped that some of the techniques introduced here will be helpful in the harmonic 
analysis of other functions. 
Let I be some finite set, and let [2={ -1,1 rr be endowed with the uniform measure. 
The Fourier basis on [2 consists of all the functions of the form 
xs(W):= II Wi, 
iES 
where Sc;.I. (These functions are also sometimes called the Walsh functions.) It is easily 
seen to be an orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product lE[fg]. Therefore, for 
every f: [2--+ffi., we have 
f= L j(S)xs, (1.1) 
Sr;;..I 
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where }(8):=lE[fxs]. IflE[P]=l, then the random variable Y'=Y'f <:;:;I with distribution 
given by 
PlY' = 8] = }(8)2 
will be called the Fourier spectral sample of f. Due to Parseval's formula, this is indeed 
a probability distribution. The idea to look at this as a probability distribution was 
proposed in [BKS], though the study of the weights }(8)2 is "ancient", and boils down 
to the same questions in a different language. As noted there, important properties of 
the function f are encoded in the law of the spectral sample. For example, suppose that 
f:{-l,lF-+{-l,l}. Let XE{-l,lF be random and uniform, and let y be obtained 
from x by resamplinge) each coordinate with probability c independently, with cE(O, 1). 
Then y is referred to as an c-noise of x. Since for iEI we have lE[xiYi]=l-c, it follows 
that lE[Xs(x)Xs(Y)]=(l-c)ISI for 8<:;:;I and hence it easily follows by using the Fourier 
expansion (1.1) that 
lE[J(x)f(y)] = lE[(l-c)IYf l]. (1.2) 
Thus, the stability or sensitivity of f to noise is encoded in the law of IY'I. 
One mathematical model in which noise comes up is that of the Poisson dynamics 
on 0, in which each coordinate is resampled according to a Poisson process of rate 1, 
independently. This is, of course, just the continuous time random walk on 0. If Xt 
denotes this continuous time Markov process started at the stationary (uniform) measure 
on 0, then Xt is just c-noise of Xo, where c=l-e-t . Indeed, the Markov operator defined 
by 
is diagonalized by the Fourier basis: 
TtXs = e-tISlxs. 
It is therefore hardly surprising that the behavior of lY'fl will play an important role in 
the study of the generally non-Markov process f(xt). These types of questions have been 
under investigation in the context of Bernoulli percolation [HPSt], [PS], [HP] , [PSS], [Kh], 
other percolation type processes [BMW], [BS], [BrS] , and also more generally [BHPS], 
[JS], [H], [KLM]. Estimates of the Fourier coefficients played an important role in the 
proof that the dynamical version of critical site percolation on the triangular grid a.s. has 
percolation times [SSt]. These estimates can naturally be phrased in terms of properties 
of the random variable IY'I. 
e) In the definition of [BKS], each bit is flipped with probability c, rather than resampled. This 
accounts for some discrepancies involving factors of 2. The present formulation generally produces 
simpler formulas. 
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Recall that the (random) set of pivotals of f: { -1, 1 V -+ { -1, I} is the set of i EI 
such that flipping the value of Wi also changes the value of f(w). It is easy to see [KKL] 
that the first moment of the number of pivotals of f is the same as the first moment of 
l3"fl. Gil Kalai (personal communication) observed that the same is true for the second 
moment, but not for the higher moments. (We will recall the easy proof of this fact in 
§2.3.) This often facilitates an easy estimation of lE[l3"fl] and lE[l3"fI2]. 
It is often the case that lE[I3"12] is of the same order of magnitude as lE[I3"I]2, and 
this implies that with probability bounded away from zero, the random variable 13"1 is 
of the same order of magnitude as its mean. However, what turns out to be much harder 
to estimate is the probability that 13"1 is positive and much smaller than its mean. 
(In particular, this is much harder than the analogous tightness result for pivotals, see 
Remark 1.7 below.) This is very relevant to applications; as can be seen from (1.2), 
the probability that 13"1 is small is what matters most in understanding the correlation 
of f(x) with f evaluated on a noisy version of x. Likewise, in the dynamical setting, 
the lower tail of 13"1 controls the switching rate of f. Indeed, the primary purpose of 
this paper is getting good estimates on JP'[O<I3"fl<s] for indicators of crossing events in 
percolation and deriving the consequences of such bounds. 
1.2. The main result 
We consider two percolation models: critical bond percolation on the square grid 71} and 
critical site percolation on the triangular grid. See [G] and [W] for background. These two 
models are believed to behave essentially the same, but the mathematical understanding 
of the latter is significantly superior to the former due to Smirnov's theorem [Sm1] and 
its consequences. Fix some large R>O, and consider the event that (in either of these 
percolation models) there is an open (Le., occupied) left-right crossing of the square 
[0, RF. Let fR denote the ±l-indicator function of this event; that is, fR=l if there is 
a crossing and fR=-l when there is no crossing. In this case, I is the relevant set of 
bonds or sites, depending on whether we are in the bond or site model. The probability 
space is Sl={ -1, l}I with the uniform measure. Here, it is convenient that pc=~ for 
both models, and so the relevant measure on Sl is uniform. 
The paper [BKS] posed the problem of studying the law of 3"fR' There, it was 
proved that JP'[O<I3"fRI<clogR]-+O, as R-+oo, for some c>O. This had the implication 
that fR is asymptotically noise sensitive; that is 
lim (lE[fR(X)fR(y)]-lE[fR(X)]lE[JR(Y)]) = 0, 
R-+= 
when Y is an E-noisy version of x and E>O is fixed. It was also asked in [BKS] whether 
JP'[O< 13"1 <R"]-+O for some 0>0. This was later proved in [SSt] with o=~+o(l) in the 
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setting ofthe triangular lattice and with an unspecified 8>0 for the square lattice. While 
certainly a useful step forward, these results were far from being sharp. But the issue 
is more than just a quantitative question. The most natural hypothesis is that 1.9'1 is 
always proportional to its mean when it is non-zero, or more precisely that 
suplP'[o< l.9'fRI <tlEl.9'fRl]--+O as t""'O. 
R>l 
(1.3) 
To illustrate the fact that (1.3) is not a universal principle, we note that it does not hold, 
e.g., for the ±1-indicator function of the event that there is a left-right percolation in 
the square [0, R]2 and this square has more open sites (or edges) than closed sites (or 
edges). We prove (1.3) in the present paper, and give useful bounds that are sharp up 
to constants on the left-hand side of (1.3). This is the content of our first theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. As above, let R> 1 and let fR be the ±1-indicator function of the 
left-right crossing event of the square [0, RF in critical bond percolation on 'l"} or site 
percolation on the triangular grid. The spectral sample of fR satisfies 
(1.4) 
for every rE [1, R], and::=::: denotes equivalence up to positive multiplicative constants. 
To make the sharp bound (1.4) more explicit, one needs to discuss estimates for 
lEl.9'fr I· The value of lEl.9'fr 1 is estimated by the probability of the so-called "alternating 
4-arm event", which we will treat in detail in §2.2. For now, let us just mention that it 
is known that 
lEl.9'fRI ~ 0(R)1-8 
lEl.9'fr 1 " r 
(1.5) 
for any R?:r?:1 with some 8>0 and 0<00, and that, for the triangular lattice, 
(1.6) 
as Rjr--+oo while r?:l, which follows from Smirnov's theorem [Sml] and the SLE-based 
analysis of the percolation exponents in [SW]. (This will be proved in §7.2.) From (1.6) 
and (1.4), we get for the triangular grid that 
(1.7) 
where A may depend on R, but is restricted to the range [(lEl.9'fRJ)-l, 1]. Here, the 0(1) 
represents a function of A and R that tends to ° as A--+O, uniformly in R. This answers 
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Problem 5.1 from [Sch]. Even for the square lattice, (1.3) follows from Theorem 1.1 
combined with (1.5). Below, we prove (7.6), which is a variant of (1.7) with slightly 
different asymptotics. 
There is nothing particularly special about the square with regard to Theorem 1.1. 
The proof applies to every rectangle of a fixed shape (with the implied constants depend-
ing on the shape). For percolation crossings in more general shapes, Theorem 7.1 gives 
bounds on the behavior of Y away from the boundary, and we also prove Theorem 7.4, 
which is some analog of (1.3). However, we chose not to go into the complications that 
would arise when trying to prove (1.4) in this general context. The issue is that Y could 
possibly be of larger size near "peaks" of the boundary of Q (especially if it is fractal-like), 
so the boundary contributions might dominate lE[Y[ and might also have a complicated 
influence on the tail behavior. Still, as it turns out, Y is unlikely to be close to the 
boundary, so we can ignore these effects to a certain extent and prove Theorem 7.4. 
2 A 
We also remark that lP'[Yf =0]=lE[f] =f(0? is generally easy to compute. The 
level-O Fourier coefficient }(0) has more to do with the way the function is normalized 
than with its fundamental properties. For this reason, [Y[ =0 is separated out in bounds 
such as (1.4). 
At this point we mention that Theorem 7.3 gives the bound analogous to Theo-
rem 1.1, but dealing with the spectrum of the indicator function for a percolation crossing 
from the origin to distance R away. 
1.3. Applications to noise sensitivity 
Figure 1.1 illustrates a sequence of percolation configurations, where each configuration 
is obtained from the previous one by applying some noise. The effect on the interfaces 
can be observed. Theorem 1.1 (or, in fact, its corollary (1.3)) implies the following sharp 
noise sensitivity estimate regarding such perturbations. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that y is an cwnoisy version of x, where cRE(O, 1) may 
depend on R. If limR---+oo lE[YfR [cR=OO, then 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
The second of these statements is actually obvious from (1.2) and Jensen's in-
equality, and is brought here only to complement the first claim. Of course, (1.8) just 
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Figure 1.1. Interfaces in percolation on Z2. Each successive pair of configurations are related 
by a noise of about 0.04, which results ill about olle ill every 50 bits bei ng different. T he 
squares are of size about 60x60. The perturbations follow each other cyclically, flipping the 
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means that having a crossing in x is asymptotically uncorrelated with having a crossing 
in y, while (1.9) means that with probability going to 1, a crossing in x occurs if and 
only if there is a crossing in y. Although fR(x?=l, we find the form of (1.9) more 
suggestive, since this is the statement that generalizes to other situations. Likewise, 
limR-+CXllE[jR(x)]=O, but (1.8) is more suggestive. 
In Corollary 8.1, we prove a generalization of Corollary 1.2 for the crossing function 
fRQ, where Q is an arbitrary fixed "quad", i.e., a domain homeomorphic to a disk with 
four marked points on its boundary. 
In a forthcoming paper on the scaling limit of dynamical percolation [GPS2] (see also 
[GPS1]), we plan to show that for critical percolation on the triangular grid, whenever 
limR-+CXllEIYfRlcR exists and is in (0,00), then limR-+CXllE[fR(x)fR(Y)] also exists and is 
strictly between the limits of lE[jR(X)]2 and lE[fR(X)2]. 
The following theorem proves Conjecture 5.1 from [BKS]. With minor adaptations, 
it follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Consider bond percolation on 'Z}. Let x be a critical percolation 
configuration, and let z be another critical percolation configuration, which equals x on 
the horizontal edges, but is independent of x on the vertical edges. Then having a left-
right crossing in x is asymptotically independent from having a left-right crossing in z. 
Moreover, the same holds true if "horizontal" and "vertical" are interchanged (but still 
considering left-to-right crossings). 
This is just a special case of Proposition 8.2, a quite general result on "sensitivity 
to selective noise". 
1.4. Applications to dynamical percolation 
First, recall that in dynamical percolation the random bits determining the percolation 
configuration are refreshed according to independent Poisson clocks of rate 1. Dynam-
ical percolation was proposed by Itai Benjamini in 1992, and later independently by 
Haggstrom, Peres and Steif, who wrote the first paper on the subject [HPSt]. Since 
then, dynamical percolation and other dynamical random processes have been the focus 
of several research papers; see the references in §1.1. In response to a question in [HPSt], 
it was proved in [SSt] that critical dynamical site percolation on the triangular grid a.s. 
has times at which the origin is in an infinite connected percolation component. Such 
times are called "exceptional", since they necessarily have measure zero. The paper [SSt] 
also showed that the dimension of the set of exceptional times is a.s. in [i, ~~ J, and 
conjectured that it is a.s. ~~. Likewise, it was conjectured there that the set of times at 
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which an infinite occupied as well as an infinite vacant cluster coexist is a.s. ~, but [SSt] 
only proved that ~ is an upper bound, without establishing the existence of such times. 
Similarly, [SSt] proved that the set of times at which there is an infinite percolation com-
ponent in the upper half-plane has Hausdorff dimension at most ~, but did not prove 
that the set is non-empty. There were numerous other lower and upper bounds of this 
type in [SSt], some of them having to do with dynamical percolation in wedges and cones, 
which will not be discussed in this paper. We can now prove most of these conjectures 
regarding the Hausdorff dimensions of exceptional times in the setting of the triangular 
grid, and for each case corresponding to a monotone event, the Hausdorff dimension a.s. 
equals the previously known upper bound. In particular, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1.4. In the setting of dynamical critical site percolation on the triangular 
grid, we have the following a.s. values for the Hausdorff dimensions. 
(1) The set of times at which there is an infinite cluster a.s. has Hausdorff dimen-
. 31 
swn 36. 
(2) The set of times at which there is an infinite cluster in the upper half-plane a.s. 
has Hausdorff dimension ~. 
(3) The set of times at which an infinite occupied cluster and an infinite vacant 
cluster coexist a.s. has Hausdorff dimension at least!. 
The reason that in (1) and (2) the results agree with the conjectured upper bound 
from [SSt] is that the upper bound is dictated by JE[IYfl] (which is generally not hard to 
compute), while the tail estimate given in (1.4) and its analogs give sufficient estimates 
to bound the probability that IYf I is much smaller than its expectation. Here, f is 
the indicator function of some crossing event, which may vary from one application to 
another. We cannot calculate the exact dimension in statement (3) because we use the 
monotonicity of f in an essential way (though at only one point), and the event that 
both vacant and occupied percolation crossings occur is not monotone. The lower bound 
! comes from using the ~ result in the upper and lower half-planes separately, in which 
case "co dimensions add" by independence. 
See §9 for further results and an explanation as to how these numbers are calculated. 
The paper [SSt] came quite close to proving that exceptional times exist for dynam-
ical critical bond percolation on Z2, but was not able to do it. Now, we close this gap. 
THEOREM 1.5. A.s. there are exceptional times at which dynamical critical bond 
percolation on Z2 has infinite clusters, and the Hausdorff dimension of the set of such 
times is a.s. positive. 
A paper in preparation, [HPS] , defines a natural local time measure on the set 
of exceptional times for percolation, and proves that the configuration at a "typical 
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exceptional time" , chosen with respect to this local time, has the distribution of Kesten's 
incipient infinite cluster [Kl]. 
There is one more application to dynamical percolation that we will presently men-
tion. This has to do with the scaling limit of dynamical percolation, as introduced 
in [Sch], and whose existence we plan to show in [GPS2] (see also [GPSl]). In this scal-
ing limit, time and space are both scaled, and the relationship between their scaling is 
chosen in such a way that the event of the existence of a percolation crossing of the 
unit square at time 0 and at one unit of time later have some fixed correlation strictly 
between 0 and 1. Consequently, as space is shrinking, time is expanding. We leave it as 
an exercise to the reader to verify that the ratio between the scaling of time and of space 
can be worked out directly from the law of l.9'fRI. An easy consequence of (1.3) is that 
in the dynamical percolation scaling limit, the correlation between having a left-right 
crossing of the square at time 0 and at time t goes to zero as t-+oo; see (8.7). In fact, 
based on [SS] and estimates such as (1.3) and its generalizations to other domains, it 
can be shown that the dynamical percolation scaling limit is ergodic with respect to the 
time. These results answer Problem 5.3 from [Sch]. 
1.5. The scaling limit of the spectral sample 
The study of the scaling limit of.9' was suggested by Gil Kalai [Sch, Problem 5.2] (see 
also [BKS, Problem 5.4]). The idea is that we can think of .9'fR as a random subset of 
the plane, and consider the existence of the weak limit as R-+oo of the law of R-1 .9'fR. 
Boris Tsirelson [T] addressed this problem more generally within his theory of noises, 
dealing with various functions f that are not necessarily related to percolation. It follows 
from Tsirelson's theory and from [SS] that the scaling limit of .9'fR exists. In §10, we 
explain this, and prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.6. In the setting of the triangular grid, the limit in law of R-1 .9'fR 
exists. It is a.s. a Cantor set of dimension ~. 
The conformal invariance of the scaling limit of .9'fR in the setting of the triangular 
grid is also proved in §1O. These results answer a problem posed by Gil Kalai [Sch, 
Problem 5.2]. 
1.6. A rough outline of the proof 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 does not follow the same general strategy as the proof of 
the non-sharp bounds given in [SSt]. The lower bound for the left-hand side in (1.4) is 
rather easy, and so we only discuss here the proof of the upper bound. Fix some r E [1, R] 
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and subdivide the square [0, R]2 into subsquares of side length r (suppose that r divides 
R, say). Let 9(r) denote the set of these subsquares that intersect 9 f H" In §4 we 
estimate the probability that [9(r)[=k when k is small (for example, k=O(1og(R/r))). 
The argument is based on building a rough geometric classification of all the possible 
configurations of 9 (r), applying a bound for each class, and summing over the different 
classes. The bound obtained in this way is 
(1.10) 
and has the optimal dependence on Rand r, but a rather bad dependence on k. 
Here is a naive strategy for getting from (1.10) to (1.4), which does not seem to 
work. Fix some r x r square B. Suppose that we are able to show that conditioned on 
the intersection of 9 with some set W in the complement of the r-neighborhood of B, 
and conditioned on 9 intersecting B, we have a probability bounded away from 0 that 
[9nB[>lE[9fr [. We can then restrict to a sublattice of rxr squares that are at mutual 
distance at least r and easily show by induction that the probability that 9 intersects 
at least k' of the squares in the sublattice but has size less than lE[9fr [ is exponentially 
small in k'. We may then take a bounded set of such sublattices, which covers everyone 
of the r x r squares in our initial tiling of [0, RF. Thus, using the exponentially small 
bound in k' when [9(r)[ is large enough, while (1.10) when [9(r)[ is small, we obtain the 
required bound on IP'[O< [9[ <lE[9fr []. The reason that this strategy fails is that there 
are presently no good tools to understand the conditional law of 9nB given 9nW. 
Refusing to give up, we observe that, as explained in §2.3, the law of Bn9 conditioned 
on the "negative information" 9 n W = ° can be described. Based on this, we amend 
the above strategy, as follows. We pick a random set Z c;;;.I independent of 9, where 
each iEI is put in Z with probability about 1/lE[9fr [ independently. The reason for 
using this sparse random set is that for any rxr square B, either 9nBnZ is empty, 
and thus we gained only "negative information" about 9, or [9nB[ is likely to be as 
large as lE[9fr [. So, as we will see in a second, we can hope to get a good upper bound 
on 1P'[9#0=Zn9], which would almost immediately give a constant times the same 
bound on IP'[O< [9[ <lE[9fr []. 
In §5 we show that for an r x r square B and the random Z as above, if we condition 
on 9nB#0 and on 9nW =O, where Wc;;;.Bc, then with probability bounded away 
from 0 we have 9nB'nZ#0, where B' is a square of ~ the side length that is concentric 
with B; namely, 
1P'[9nB'nZ#0 [9nW=0,9nB#0] >a>O (1.11) 
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for some constant a. This is based on a second-moment argument, but to carry it through 
we have to resort to rather involved percolation arguments. A key observation here is to 
interpret these conditional events for the spectral sample in terms of percolation events 
for a coupling of two configurations (which are independent on the set W but coincide 
elsewhere). An important step is to prove a quasi-multiplicativity property for arm-events 
in the case of this system of coupled configurations. 
Again, there is a simple naive strategy based on (1.11) and (1.10) to get an upper 
bound for P[Yyf0=ZnYj. One may try to check sequentially if B'nZnYyf0 for each 
of the r x r squares B, and as long as a non-empty intersection has not been found, 
the probability to detect a non-empty intersection is proportional to the conditional 
probability that YnByf0. However, the trouble with this strategy is that the conditional 
probability of YnByf0 varies with time, and the bound (1.10) does not imply a similar 
bound for the sum of these conditional probabilities, since each time the conditioning 
is different. Hence we cannot conclude that YnByf0 happens many times during the 
sequential checking. And this issue cannot be solved by first conditioning on having a 
large total number of non-empty intersections, because we cannot handle such a "positive 
conditioning" . 
The substitute for this naive strategy is a large deviation estimate that we state 
and prove in §6, namely, Proposition 6.1. This result is somewhat in the flavor of the 
Lovasz local lemma and the domination of product measures result of [LSSj (which proves 
and uses an extension of the Lovasz lemma), since it gives estimates for probabilities of 
events with a possibly complicated dependence structure, and more specifically, it says 
that certain positive conditional marginals ensure exponential decay for the probability 
of complete failure, similarly to what would happen in a product measure. However, our 
situation is more complicated than [LSSj: we have two random variables x,yE{O, l}n 
instead of one random field, and we have only a much smaller set of positive conditional 
marginals to start with. In the application, Xi is the indicator of the event that Y 
intersects the ith r x r square, and Yi is the indicator of the event that YnZ intersects 
that square. The assumption (1.11) then translates to 
and the proposition tells us that under these assumptions we have 
P[y = 0 I X > OJ ~ a-llE[e-aXje I X > 0]' (1.12) 
where X=L:iXi. In our application X=IY(r)l, and thus (1.12) combines with (1.11) to 
yield the desired bound. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed in this way in §7. 
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Remark 1.7. As we mentioned earlier, the above results about the tightness of the 
spectrum when normalized by its mean (as well as the up to constants optimal results on 
the lower tail) are much harder to achieve than their analogs for the set of pivotal points, 
even though the two are intimately related. Indeed, the techniques of this paper easily 
adapt to the set & fR of pivotal points of the left-right crossing of the square [0, Rj2 and 
give tightness results on the number of pivotal points 1 &!R I. For instance, they imply 
the following analog of Theorem 1.1: 
The appearance of oo6(r, R) in place of oo4(r, R)2 will be explained in Remark 4.6. In the 
case of the triangular grid, this gives the following estimate on the lower tail: 
lim sup P[O < 1 &!R 1 ~ AlE 1 &!R I] = A 11/9+0 (1), 
R-+oo 
as A --+0. It turns out that in the case ofthe pivotal points &!R (where the i.i.d. structure 
of the percolation configuration helps), there is a more direct route towards the tightness 
of l&fRI/lEl&fRI on (0,00) than the route we needed to follow for the spectrum.9'. We 
do not give more details, since we will not use this pivotal tightness in this paper. 
One might think that this good control on the lower tail of the number of pivotals 
should imply that if one waits long enough, the system must switch many times between 
having and not having a left-right crossing, and then this should imply an almost complete 
decorrelation. However, assuming the first implication for now, the second one still 
remains completely unclear: even if there are a lot of switches, it might well be that the 
system started, say, from having the left-right crossing, will remember this for a long time 
in the sense that it will move back more quickly from not having the crossing to having 
the crossing, than vice versa. In this case, at a given time it would be significantly more 
likely (by a constant factor) that an even number of switches have happened so far, i.e., 
the system would not have lost most of the correlation. We do not see how to rule out 
this scenario by studying pivotals only, that is why the Fourier spectrum is so useful. 
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2. Some basics 
2.1. A few general definitions 
In this paper we consider site percolation on the triangular grid as well as bond percola-
tion on ';[,2, both at the critical parameter p= ~. 
In the case of site percolation on the triangular grid T, a percolation configuration 
W is just the set of sites which are open. However, we often think of w as a coloring of 
the plane by two colors: in the hexagonal grid dual to T, a hexagon is colored white if 
the corresponding site is in w, while the other hexagons are colored black. If A and B 
are subsets of the plane, we say that there is a crossing in w from A to B if there is a 
continuous path with one endpoint in A and the other endpoint in B that is contained 
in the closure of the union of the white hexagons. Likewise, a dual crossing corresponds 
to a path contained in the closure of the black hexagons. 
In the case of bond percolation on ';[,2, there is a similar coloring of the plane by two 
colors which has the "correct" connectivity properties. In this case, we color by white all 
the points that are within L= distance of ~ from all the vertices of ';[,2 and all the points 
that are within L= distance of ~ from the edges in w, and color by black the closure of 
the complement of the white colored points. 
Regardless of the grid, the set of points whose color is determined by Wx will be 
called the tile of x. In the case of the square grid, we also have tiles with deterministic 
color, namely, each square of side length ~ centered at a vertex of ';[,2 and each square of 
side length ~ concentric with a face of ';[,2. Thus, in either case we have a tiling of the 
plane by hexagons or squares where each tile consists of a connected set of points whose 
colors always agree. 
A quad Q is a subset of the plane homemorphic to the closed unit disk together with 
a distinguished pair of disjoint closed arcs on fJQ. We say that w has a crossing of Q if 
the two distinguished arcs can be connected by a white path inside Q. 
If A is an event, then the ±1 indicator function of A is the function 2 ·lA -1, which 
is 1 on A and -Ion -,A. The ±l-indicator function for the event that a quad Q is 
crossed will be denoted by f Q. 
We use I to denote the set of bits in W; that is, in the context of the triangular grid 
I is the set of vertices of the grid, and in the context of ';[,2 it denotes the set of edges. 
Although I is not finite in these cases, the functions we consider will only depend on 
finitely many bits in I, and so the Fourier-Walsh expansion (1.1) still holds. Moreover, 
for L2 functions depending on infinitely many bits we still have (1.1), except that the 
summation is restricted to finite S ~I. 
Since we will be considering .9 as a geometric object, we find it convenient to think 
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of I as a discrete set in the plane. In the context of the triangular grid, this is anyway the 
case, but for the square grid we will implicitly associate each edge of ';f} with its center; 
so I can be considered as the set of centers of the relevant edges. This way, any subset 
of the plane also represents a subset of the bits. Note however that e.g. the crossing 
function fQ usually depends on more bits than the ones contained in Q. 
For ZEll~? and r;?O, the set z+ [-r, r? will be called the square of radius r centered 
at z. Furthermore, we let B(z, r) denote the union of the tiles whose center is contained 
in z+[-r,r)2, and will refer to B(z,r) as a box of radius r. One reason for using these 
boxes (instead of round balls, say) is that the plane can be tiled perfectly with them. 
2.2. Multi-arm events for percolation 
In many different studies of percolation, the multi-arm events play a central role. We 
now define these events (a word of caution-there are a few different natural variants to 
these definitions), and discuss the asymptotics of their probabilities. 
Let Acffi.2 be some topological annulus in the plane, and let j EN+. If j is even, then 
the j-arm event in A is the event that there are j disjoint monochromatic paths joining 
the two boundary components of A, and these paths in circular order are alternating 
between white and black. If j is odd, the definition is similar, except that the order of 
the colors is required to be (in circular order) alternating between white and black with 
one additional white crossing. 
In most papers, the restriction that the colors are alternating is relaxed to the 
requirement that not all crossings are of the same color. Indeed, it is known that if A 
is an annulus, A=B(O, R) \B(O, r), then in the setting of critical site percolation on the 
triangular grid the circular order of the colors effects the probability of the event by at 
most a constant factor (which may depend on j), provided that in the case j>1 there 
is at least one required crossing from each color [ADA]. However, since it appears that 
the corresponding result for the square grid has not been worked out, we have opted to 
impose the alternating colors restriction. 
We let ooj(A) denote the probability of the j-arm event in A. For the case A= 
B(O,R)\B(O,r), write ooj(r,R) for ooj(A). Note that ooj(r,R)=O if r«j<R. We use 
ooj(R) as a shorthand for ooj(2j,R). We will also adopt the convention that ooj(r,R)=1 
if r;?R. 
We now review some of the results concerning these arm events. The Russo-
Seymour-Welsh (RSW) estimates imply that 
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for all r>r(j) and 8>1, where r(j),Gj ,aj>1 depend only on j. Another important 
property of these arm events is quasi-multiplicativity, namely, 
OOj(R) ~:s; OOj(r)OOj(r, R):S; GjOOj(R) (2.2) 
J 
for r(j) < r < R, where, again, r(j), Gj > 1 depend only on j. This was proved in [K2]; see 
[SSt, Proposition A.l] and [N, §4] for concise proofs. The above properties in particular 
give for r<r' <R' <R that 
(R ,)ajl (R ,)aj G;l R~r OOj(r,R):S;OOj(r',R'):S;Gj R~r OOj(r,R), (2.3) 
with possibly different constants Gj . 
Of the multi-arm events, the most relevant to this paper is the 4-arm event, due 
to its relation to pivotality for the crossing event in a quad Q. In particular, for closed 
Bcl~2, we will use ooo(B, Q) to denote the probability of having four arms in Q\B, the 
white arms connecting 8B to the two distinguished arcs on 8Q and the black arms to the 
complementary arcs. If Bn8Q=/=0, then the arms connecting B to the arcs of 8Q which 
B intersects are considered as present. Quasi-multiplicativity often generalizes easily to 
this quantity; for example, if Q is an R x R square with two opposite sides being the 
distinguished arcs, B is a radius r box anywhere in Q, and xEB is at a distance at least 
cr from 8 B, then 
(2.4) 
with the implied constants depending only on c. (A more general version of this will also 
be proved in §5.5.) Here and in the following, when we write 000 (x, Q) or 004 (x, B), we 
are referring to the corresponding 4-arm event from the tile of x to 8Q or 8B (with or 
without paying attention to any distinguished arms on the boundary, respectively). 
Let us also recall what is known about 004 quantitatively. For site percolation on the 
triangular lattice, by [SW], we have 
_ (~)5/4+0(1) OO4(r,R) - R (2.5) 
as Rjr---+oo while l:S;r:S;R. Similar relations are known for f=/=4 [LSW2], [SW]. For bond 
percolation on the square grid, we presently have weaker estimates; in particular, 
G-1 (~y-c :s; OO4(r, R):S; G(~)1+c (2.6) 
for some fixed constants G, c > 0 and every 1:S; r:S; R. The left inequality can be ob-
tained by combining OO5(r,R)-;:::.(rjR)2 (see [KSZ, Lemma 5] or [SSt, Corollary A.8]), the 
RSW estimate OO1(r, R) <O(I)(rj Ry, and, finally, the relation 001 (r, R)OO4(r, R) );OO5(r, R) 
(which follows from Reimer's inequality [R], or from Proposition A.l in our appendix). 
The right-hand inequality in (2.6) follows from [K2]; see also [BKS, Remark 4.2]. 
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2.3. The spectral sample in general 
This subsection derives some formulas and estimates for JPl[5"~A], for the distribution of 
5"nA, and for JPl[5"nA=0#5"nB]. We also briefly present an estimate of the variation 
distance between the laws of 5"f and of 5"g in terms of Ilf-gil. (We generally use 11·11 
to denote the L2 norm.) Moreover, the definition of the set of pivotals f!lJ is recalled and 
some relations between f!lJ and 5" are discussed. 
As before, let O:={ -1, I}I, where I is finite. Recall that for f: O--+IR with Ilfll=l, 
we consider the random variable 5"f whose law is given by JPl[5"=8]=i(8)2. More 
generally, if Ilfll >0, we use the law given by 
but will also consider the un-normalized measure given by 
Q[5" = 8] = i(8)2. 
(If we wish to indicate the function f, we may write Qf in place of Q.) 
Now suppose that f,g:O--+IR. We argue that if Ilf-gil is small, then the law of 5"f 
is close to the law of 5"g, as follows. If we want to compare the "laws" under Q, then 




where the inequality is due to Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality and the final equality is an ap-
plication of Parseval's identity. For the laws under JPl, when Ilfll = Ilgll =1 does not hold, a 
slightly more complicated version of this argument gives that if Ilf -gil ~E max{llfll, Ilgll} 
for some EE(O, 1), then 
We will not use this version, and hence omit the details of its derivation. 
For A~I, let WA denote the restriction of W to A, and let FA denote the (I-field of 
subsets of 0 generated by WA. We use the notation AC:=I\A for the complement of A. 
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It follows from this and (1.1) that 
9 :=lE[f I FA] = L j(S)XS. 
Thus 
g(S) = { j(S), 
0, 





In principle, this describes the distribution of Y in terms of f, and indeed we will extract 
information about Y from this formula and its consequences. 
Using (1.1) and (2.8), one obtains for S~A~I that 
lE[fxs I FA"] = L j(SUS')xs'. 
S'<;;;AC 
This gives 
lE[lE[fxs I FAc ]2] = L f(SUS')2 = Q[YnA = S], 
S'<;;;Ac 
which implies the following lemma from [LMN]. Roughly, the lemma says that in order 
to sample the random variable YnA, one can first pick a random sample of WAc, and 
then take a sample from the spectral sample of the function we get by plugging in these 
values for the bits in AC. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that f:n-tlR. and A~I. For XE{-1,1}A and yE{_1,1}Ac, 
write gy(x):=f(w(x,y)), where w(x,y) is the element of n whose restriction to A is x 
and whose restriction to AC is y. Then, for every S~A, we have 
D 
For any wEn and any A~I, let w1 denote the element of n that is equal to 1 in A 
and equal to W outside of A. Similarly, let wA denote the element of n that is equal to 
-1 in A and equal to W outside of A. An i EI is said to be pivotal for f: n -t lR. and W if 
f(W{i})=f.f(w{i})· Let &=&f denote the (random) set of pi vota is. 
It is known from [KKL] that for functions f: n -t { -1, 1}, 
lE[IYI] =lE[I&I]· (2.10) 
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Gil Kalai (private communication) further observed that it also holds for the second 
moment 
(2.11) 
but this does not extend to higher moments. (Note that in these formulas, the expecta-
tion lE is with respect to different measures on the left-hand and right-hand sides.) To 
prove (2.10) and (2.11), consider some i,jE'I. In Lemma 2.1, if we take A={i}, then gy 
is a constant function (of x) unless iE 9, while gy =±X{i} if iE 9. Therefore, the lemma 
gives 
IF[i E.9'] = IF[.9'n {i} = {i}] = IF[i E 9], (2.12) 
which sums to give (2.10). Similarly, one can show that 
IF[i, j E.9'] = IF[i, j E 9] (2.13) 
by using Lemma 2.1 with A={i,j} to reduce (2.13) to the case where n={ -1, 1}2, which 
easily yields to direct inspection. Now (2.11) follows by summing (2.13) over i and j. 
As we have discussed in the introduction, (1.2) immediately shows that the distri-
bution of the size l.9'jl governs the sensitivity of f: n-+{ -1, I} to c-noise: if clE[I.9'I] is 
small, then the correlation is always close to 1, while the c needed for decorrelation is 
given by the lower tail of 1.9'1. One can also ask finer questions, concerning "sensitivity 
to selective noise": which deterministic subsets U ~I have the property that knowing the 
bits in U (and having unknown independent random bits in UC) we can predict f with 
probability close to 1, and which subsets U give almost no information on f7 In §8.2 we 
will see, using (2.9), that the first case (U is "almost decisive") happens if and only if 
IF[.9'~U] is close to 1, while the second case (U is "almost clueless") happens if and only 
if IF[0#.9'~U] is close to O. For percolation, we will be able to understand both cases 
quite well, and will also see that although the pivotal and spectral sets, 9 and .9', are 
different in many ways, it is reasonable to conjecture that they have the same decisive 
and clueless sets (see Remark 8.6). There is probably a similar phenomenon for many 
Boolean functions. 
We now derive estimates for Q[.9'nB#0=.9'nW], when Band Ware disjoint 
subsets of the bits. Define AB=Aj,B as the event that B is pivotal for f. More precisely, 
AB is the set of wEn such that there is some w' En that agrees with w on BC while 
f(w)#f(w' ). Also define AB,w:=lF[ABI.:Fwc]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let .9'=.9'j be the spectral sample of some f: n-+lR, and let Wand B 
be disjoint subsets of 'I. Then 
Q[.9'nB# 0 =.9'nW] ~41Ifll~lE[A~,w]' 
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Proof. From (2.9), 
Q[.9'nB -j. 0, .9'nW = 0] = Q[.9' ~ W C]-Q[.9' ~ (WUB)C] 
= lE[lE[J I Fwc]2 -lE[f I F(WUB)C ]2] (2.14) 
= lE[(lE[J I Fwc ]-lE[J I F(WUB)C ])2]. 
On the complement of AB, we have f=lE[fIFBc], Therefore, 
Taking conditional expectations throughout, we get 
Note that lE[lE[JIFBC] IFwc] =lE[J IF(BUW)c], since our measure on [2 is Li.d. Thus, the 
above gives 
An appeal to (2.14) now completes the proof. D 
Taking W=0 yields Q[.9'nB-j.0] :::;41IflloolP'[AB], since AB,0=1AB" Taking W=Bc 
yields Q [0-j..9'~B] :::;41IflloolP'[AB]2, since AB,Bc =lP'[AB]' See also Lemma 3.2 and the 
discussion afterwards. 
Remark 2.3. In the special case when f is monotone and ±1-valued, and B={x} is 
a single bit, the lemma takes a more precise form, as we will prove in §5.3: 
lP'[x E.9', .9'nW = 0] = lE['\; w]. , 
What turns out to be important in §5 is that, in the context of percolation, the 
quantity lE['\~,w] can be studied and controlled when B is a box and W~I\B is arbi-
trary. Likewise, in §4, we use a variant of Lemma 2.2 in which we look at the event that 
.9' intersects a collection of boxes and is disjoint from some collection of annuli. 
3. First percolation spectrum estimates 
We will now consider the special case of.9'f when f=fQ for a quad Qcffi2 . As noted in 
§2.1, we will be considering I and .9'~I as subsets of the plane. When R>O, we will 
use the notation RQ to denote the quad obtained from Q by scaling by a factor of R 
about O. 
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LEMMA 3.1. (First and second moments) Let QCffi.2 be some quad and let U be an 
open set whose closure is contained in the interior of Q. Let Y':=Y'fRQ be the spectral 
sample for the ±1-indicator function of crossing RQ. There are constants 0, Ro >0, 
depending only on Q and U, such that for all R>Ro, 
and 
The reason for the appearance of (}:4 in the first moment is the following. We know 
from (2.12) that JF>[XEY']=JF>[XE90] for 9O:=90fRQ . In order for x to be pivotal for 
fRQ it is necessary and sufficient that there are white paths in RQ from the tile of 
x to the two distinguished arcs on R8Q and two black paths in RQ from the tile of 
x to the complementary arcs of R8Q. These four paths form the 4-arm event in the 
annulus between the tile of x and R8Q. Moreover, it is well known (and follows from 
quasi-multiplicativity arguments; see [K2], [W]) that 
(3.1) 
Here and in the proof below, we use the notation g:::::.g' to mean that there is a constant 
c>O (which may depend on U and Q), such that g~cg' and g' ~cg. Likewise, the 0(·) 
notation will involve constants that may depend on Q and U. 
Proof. From (2.12) and (3.1) we get 
JF>[x E Y']:::::. (}:4(R) for all x EInRU. (3.2) 
The first claim of the lemma is obtained by summing over xEInRU. 
Now consider x, yEInRU. Let a be the distance from [J to 8Q. Thus a>O. Then 
by (2.13), we have JF>[x,YEY']=JF>[x,YE90]. In order for x,yE90 it is necessary that the 
4-arm event occurs from the tile of x to distance alx-yl)!\(aR) away, and from the 
tile ofy to distance (~lx-yl)!\(aR) away, and from the circle of radius 2lx-yl around 
~(x+y) to distance aR away (if 2lx-yl <aR). By independence on disjoint subsets of I, 
this (together with the regularity properties of the 4-arm probabilities (2.3)) gives, for R 
sufficiently large, that 
Using the quasi-multiplicativity property of (}:4, this gives 
(}:4(R)2 
JF>[x,yEY'] ~O(1) (I 1 R) for all x,yEInRU. (}:4 x-y, (3.3) 
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The number of pairs x,yEInU such that Ix-yIE[2n ,2n +1) is O(R2)22n, and is zero if 
Ix-yl>Rdiam(Q). Therefore, we get from (3.3) and the regularity property (2.3) that 
!og2(R)+O(1) 
lE[19nRUI2]:::;; O(R2)a4(R)2 L 
n=O 
From (2.6) we get 22n /a4(2n, R) :::;;O(1)R2-C:2€n. Hence the sum over n is at most O(R2), 
and we obtain the desired bound on the second moment. D 
Note that lE[19nRUI]---+00 as R---+ 00 , which follows from Lemma 3.1 and (2.6). 
Moreover, by the standard Cauchy-Schwarz second-moment argument (also called the 
Paley-Zygmund inequality), the above lemma implies that for some constant c>O (which 
may depend on Q and U), 
lP'[19nRUI > clEl9nRUI] > c for all R> O. 
We also note the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let QC]R2 be a quad, and set 9=9fQ . Let B be some union of tiles 
such that BnQ is non-empty and connected. Then 
lP'[9nB # 0] :::;; 4ao(B, Q) (3.4) 
and 
(3.5) 
When B is a single tile, corresponding to XEI, we have 
lP'[x E 9] = ao(x, Q) and lP'[9 = {x}] = ao(x, Q)2. (3.6) 
Proof. Note that lP'[AB]=ao(B, Q), since AB holds if and only if the 4-arm event 
from B to the corresponding arcs on 8Q occurs. Since AB,0 = lAB, the first claim follows 
from Lemma 2.2 with W =0. Similarly, (3.5) follows by taking W =Bc. The identity 
lP'[xE9]=ao(x, Q) follows from (2.12). Finally, the right-hand identity in (3.6) can 
be derived from (2.14) with B={x} and W =I\B. Alternatively, it also follows from 
lP'[{x}=9]=lP'[XE9]2, which holds for arbitrary monotone f: 0---+ { -1, 1}. D 
As we will see in §5, both inequalities in Lemma 3.2 are actually approximate equal-
ities when Be Q. The main reason for this is a classical arm separation phenomenon, 
see e.g. [SSt, Appendix, Lemma A.2], which roughly says that conditioned on having 
four arms connecting 8B to the appropriate boundary arcs on 8Q, with positive con-
ditional probability, these arms are "well separated" on 8B. On this event, a positive 
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proportion of the WB configurations enable the crossing of Q, while a positive proportion 
disable all crossings. However, for radial crossings, the estimates from Lemma 2.2 are 
not sharp-see Lemma 4.8 and the discussion afterwards. 
Lemma 3.2 has the following immediate consequence. Let Q be the R x R square 
with two opposite sides as distinguished boundary arcs. Then, for a box B ~ Q of radius 
r and a concentric sub-box B' of radius ~r, if B'nTi=0, then 
[ , I J" IP'[XEY'] "ao(x,Q), 2 lE lY'nB I Y'nB =1= 0 = ~ 1P'[Y'nB =1= 0] ~ ~ 4a (B Q) ;:::: IB la4(r);:::: r a4(r), 
xEB' xEB' 0 , 
(3.7) 
where we used the quasi-multiplicativity result (2.4). This result already suggests that 
Y' has self-similarity properties that a random fractal-like object should have, and it 
should be unlikely that it is very small. This idea will, in fact, be of key importance to 
us, and will be developed in §5. 
4. The probability of a very small spectral sample 
4.1. The statement 
In this section, we study the Fourier spectrum of the ±1 indicator function f of having 
a crossing of a square, or more generally, of a quad Q. 
Divide the plane into a lattice of r x r subsquares, that is, r7}, and for any set of 
bits S ~I define 
Sr : = {those r x r squares that intersect S}. 
In particular, Y'r is the set of r-squares whose intersection with the spectral sample Y' 
of f is non-empty. The following is an estimate for the probability that Y' is very small, 
or, more generally, that Y'r is very small. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Y' be the spectral sample of f=f[o,Rj2, the ±1-indicator 
function of the left-right crossing of the square [0,R]2. For g(k):=2't910g~(k+2), with '19>0 
large enough, and "Ir(R):=(Rjr)2a4(r,R)2, 
The square factor (Rjr)2 in the definition of "Ir reflects the 2-dimensionality of the 
ambient space-it corresponds to the number of different ways to choose a square of size 
r inside [0, Rj2. The factor a4(r, R)2 comes from the second inequality in Lemma 3.2. 
In fact, since that lemma will turn out to be sharp up to a constant factor (when the 
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r-square is not close to the boundary of [0, RF), the k=1 case of Proposition 4.1 is also 
sharp. When we use this proposition, this will be important, as well as the fact that the 
dependence on k is subexponential. 
Recall from (2.5) that for critical site percolation on the triangular lattice, we have 
'Yr(R)=(r/R)l/2+o(l) , as R/r--+oo. Also, note that for critical bond percolation on 'Z} 
we have 'Yr(R) <O(1)(r/R)c for some 6'>0 by (2.6). 
For either lattice, the r= 1 case of the proposition implies that for arbitrary C, a>O, 
we have limR--+oo lP'[0< 1.9'1 <C(log R)a]=o. This is already stronger than the a=1 and 
small C result of [BKS], whose proof used more analysis but less combinatorics. 
In order to demonstrate the main ideas of the proof of the proposition in a slightly 
simpler setting in which considerations having to do with the boundary of the square do 
not appear, we will first state and prove a "local" version of this proposition. Then we 
will see in §4.3 that the boundary of the square indeed has no significant effect; the main 
reason for this is that the spectral sample "does not like" to be close to the boundary. (Let 
us note here that this phenomenon holds in any quad, as we will see in §7.4. However, 
the exact computations that are needed to get the bounds of Proposition 4.1 apply only 
to the case of the square, whose boundary is easy to handle.) 
In §4.4, we will prove a radial version of Proposition 4.1, which will be similar to 
the square case, using one main additional trick. 
4.2. A local result 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Consider some quad Q, and let .9' be the spectral sample of 
f=fQ, the ±1-indicator function for the crossing event in Q. Let U'cUcQ, let R 
denote the diameter of U, let aE(O, 1), and suppose that the distance from U' to the 
complement of U is at least aR. Let S(r, k) be the collection of all sets S<;;'I such that 
I(SnU)rl=k and Sn(U\U')=0. Then, for g and 'Yr as in Proposition 4.1, we have 
where Ca is a constant that depends only on a. 
We preface the proof of the proposition with a rough sketch of the main ideas. When 
SES(r, k) and k is small, the set (SnU)r has to consist of one or very few "clusters" 
of r-squares that are small (since their total cardinality is k, and the elements of each 
cluster are close to each other) and well separated from each other (otherwise they would 
not be distinct clusters). The probability that (.9'nU)r has just one cluster, contained 
in a specific small box B of Euclidean diameter anywhere between rand g(O(k))r, 
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can be estimated by (3.5) of Lemma 3.2, at least if we assume U=Q. For general U, 
we will soon prove a generalization of (3.5), Lemma 4.3. Then, one may sum over an 
appropriate collection of such small boxes B to get a reasonable bound for the probability 
that diam(Y'nU) is small while Y'nU -=/:-0. To deal with the case where (Y'nU)r has a 
few different well-separated clusters, we will again use Lemma 4.3. The more involved 
part of the proof will be to classify the possible cluster structures of Y' and sum up the 
bounds corresponding to each possibility. 
Proof. Let A be a finite collection of disjoint (topological) annuli in the plane; we call 
this an annulus structure. We say that a set SCll~? is compatible with A (or vice versa) 
if it is contained in ~2 \ U A and intersects the inner disk of each annulus in A. Define 
h(A) as the probability that each annulus in A has the 4-arm event. By independence 
on disjoint sets, we have 
h(A) = II h(A). (4.1) 
AEA 
Suppose that m is a set of annulus structures A such that each annulus AEA is contained 
in Q, and m has the property that each SES(r, k) must be compatible with at least one 
AEm. We claim that any such set m satisfies 
P[Y' E S(r, k)J:;:;:; L h(A? (4.2) 
AEQL 
For this, it is clearly sufficient to verify the following lemma, which is a generalization 
of (3.5) from Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any annulus structure A with U Ac Q, we have 
P[Y' is compatible with AJ :;:;:; h(A)2. 
Proof. We write f ((), ry) for the value of f, where () is the configuration inside U A 
and ry is the configuration outside. For each (), let Fe be the function of ry defined by 
Fe(ry):=f((), ry). If () is such that there is an annulus AEA without the 4-arm event, 
then the connectivity of points outside the outer boundary of A does not depend on 
the configuration inside the inner disk of A, and therefore Fe does not depend on any 
of the variables in the inner disk of A. Thus, if a subset of variables S is disjoint 
from U A (so that we can talk about Je (S)) and intersects this inner disk, then the 
corresponding Fourier coefficient vanishes: Je(S)=lE[FexsJ=O. Therefore, if we let W be 
the linear space of functions spanned by {Xs:S is compatible with A}, and Pw denotes 
the orthogonal projection onto W, then PwFe-=/:-O implies the 4-arm event of () in every 
AEA. 
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Now, observe that Pw f=Pw lE[fl1]]' because for all gEW we have 
lE[lE[J I 1]]g] = lE[lE[J 9 I 1]]] = lE[f g]. 
Next, by the independence of 1] and e from each other, we have lE[fl1]]=lEO[Fo], where 
the right-hand side is an expectation with respect to e, and hence is still a function of 1]. 
Thus, Pw f=PwlEO[Fo] = lEo [PwFo]. Consequently, 
where the last step follows from the triangle inequality for 11·11. For every e, the function 
Fo is bounded from above by 1 in absolute value. Therefore, liFo II ~ 1 for every e. This 
implies that IIPw Fo II ~ 1 for every e (the norm is the L2 norm and Pw is an orthogonal 
projection). Hence, we get 
P[Y' is compatible with A] ~ po [pwFo -=I- 0]2 ~ h(A)2. 
This proves the lemma. D 
A trivial but important instance of (4.2) is when m={0}: the empty annulus struc-
ture 0 is compatible with any 8, while h(0)2=1. 
Now, for each set 8ES(r, k) we construct a compatible annulus structure A(8), 
such that the set m=m(r, k)={A(8):8ES(r, k)} will be small and effective enough for 
(4.2) to imply Proposition 4.2. The main idea for this construction is that the spectral 
sample tends to be clustered together, which can already be foreseen in Lemma 4.3: each 
additional thick annulus (corresponding to some part of the spectral sample far from all 
other parts) decreases the weight h(A)2 by quite a lot-more than what can be balanced 
by the number of essentially different ways that this can happen. (We will make this 
vague description of clustering more precise after the end of the proof, in Remark 4.5.) 
We now prepare to define the annulus structure A(8) corresponding to an 8ES(r, k), 
based on the geometry of 8. For this definition, we need to first define what we call 
clusters of 8. Set V=V8:=(8nU)n the set of squares in the r7!} lattice which meet 
8nU. For j EN+ let G j be the graph on V, where two squares are joined iftheir Euclidean 
distance is at most 2j r, and let Go be the graph on V with no edges. If j EN + and 0 ~ V 
is a connected component of G j, but is not connected in G j -1, then 0 is called a level-j 
cluster of 8. The level-O clusters are the connected components of Go, that is, the 
singletons contained in V. The level of a cluster 0 is denoted by j(0)=j8(0). The 
Euclidean diameter of a cluster 0 is clearly at most 2j (c)+2 r I01. 
We will now associate with each cluster 0 of 8 an "inner" and an "outer bounding 
square", whose difference will be the annulus of O. We will have to make sure that 
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the annuli we are constructing are all disjoint from the set S, hence the inner bounding 
square should be large enough to contain the points of C, while the outer square should 
be small enough not to intersect other clusters. However, we cannot simply take the 
smallest and largest such squares for each C, because we do not want to get too many 
different annulus structures, i.e., the bounding squares should not depend too sensitively 
on C. One consequence of this crudeness is that some of the clusters may have an empty 
annulus associated with them: this will happen when the other clusters are too close. 
Let C be a cluster in S at some level j = j (C). We choose a point of the plane, Z E [C], 
in an arbitrary but fixed way (say the lowest among the leftmost points of [C]), where [C] 
denotes the set of points of the plane covered by the r-squares in C. Let z' be a point with 
both coordinates divisible by 2j r, which is closest to z, with ties broken in some arbitrary 
but fixed manner. Define the inner bounding square B( C) as the square with edge-length 
[C [2 j Hr centered at z' (with edges parallel to the coordinate axes). Note that [C] S;; B ( C) 
and the distance from [C] to aB(C) is at least 2j+3[C[r-2jr-2j+2[C[r~2jr. 
If C # V is a cluster, then the smallest cluster in V that properly contains C will be 
called the parent of C and denoted by CP. In this case, let the outer bounding square 
B(C)=Bs(C) of C be the square concentric with B(C) having side length (2j (CP )-4r )A 
UaR). For the case C=V, we let B(V) be the square concentric with B(V) having side 
length :!aR. 
It is not necessarily the case that B ( C) ~ B ( C), nor even that B ( C) ~ [C]. Also, it 
may happen that for two disjoint clusters C and C' we have B(C)nB(C')#0. However, 
we do have the following important properties of these squares, which are easy to verify: 
(1) if c'c;c is a subcluster of C, then B(C')S;;B(C); 
(2) if C and C' are disjoint clusters, then B(C)nB(C')=0; 
(3) B( C) depends only on C; 
(4) B(C) depends only on B(C) and j(CP). 
Define A(C)=As(C):=B(C)\B(C). Note that if A(C)#0, then [C[2 j (C)H r < :!aR; 
therefore, using that CS;;U;, that the distance between z and z' is at most 2j r, that B(C) 
has side length at most :!aR, and that the distance of U' from aU is at least aR, we get 
A(C)S;;U. This means that the annulus A(C)=As(C) we have constructed is disjoint 
from S, both inside and outside U. 
Define an annulus structure Al (S) associated with S by 
Al(S):= {As(C): C is a cluster in Sand As(C) # 0}. 
By properties (1) and (2) above, the different annuli in Al(S) are disjoint. See Figure 4.l. 
It is also clear that Al(S) is compatible with S. However, we still need to modify Al(S) 
for it to be useful. 
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Figure 4. L A cluster with three child dusters, two of which have empty annuli; only the inner 
bounding squares are shown for those two. 
It follows from (2.6) that the function 'Yr(2jr) is decaying exponentially, in the sense 
that there afC absolute constants Co, CJ >0 such that 
(4 .3) 
It would be rather convenient in the proof below to have 'Y,.(2i+ l r) ~l'r(2jr) . However, 
we do not want to try to prove this. Instead , we use the function i'rCQ) := inf,,'E['-,9] 1,.(0') 
in place of "/. Clearly, t also sat isfies (4.3) and i'r(e)~l'r(e) :::;;; O(l}'Yr(e) . 
A cluster C will be called overcrowded if 
with the constant t?>O in the definition of g(k) to be determined later. In particular, 
clusters at level 0 are overcrowded. to r each overcrowded cluster, we remove from Al (S) 
all the annuli corrcsponding to its propCl' subclusters. The resulting annulus structure 
will be denoted A (S), and is still compatible with S. Finally, we set 
Qt ~ Qt (T, k , U, U') , ~ (A (S) ,S E S(T, k)) . 
\Ve will show that, for some constant co> O, 
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(Note that there are usually a lot of sets 8 with the same A(8) in szt, or even with the same 
Vs. Indeed, a main point of our construction of szt is to use as few annulus structures 
as possible. In particular, the above sum is really over different annulus structures, 
without multiplicities coming from the different sets 8.) This and (4.2) together imply 
Proposition 4.2, with possibly a different choice for the constant iJ. 
For each 8, there is a natural tree structure on the clusters that correspond to 
the annuli of A(8). The root is V itself, and the parent CP of each cluster C-=I=- V is 
also its parent in the tree. The leaves are the overcrowded clusters. We will use this 
tree structure to build the bound (4.4) inductively: we will write each term h(A)2 as a 
product of weights corresponding to smaller annulus structures, with the trivial annulus 
structures of overcrowded clusters as the base step. (The effect of doing this induction 
on the notation is that the letter k (or k i ) will be used not only for the size of Vs, but 
of subclusters, too.) The reason for introducing the annulus structures A(8) instead of 
Al (8) is that inside overcrowded clusters, the factors we would get from extra annuli 
would not balance the number of possible ways they can be added, so it seems better to 
use no annuli for them at all. 
For a cluster C of 8 let A'(C) denote the subset of A(8) corresponding to the proper 
subclusters of C. Note that A'(C) depends only on C; that is, it is not affected by a 
modification of 8, as long as C remains a cluster of 8 and it does not acquire or lose an 
overcrowded ancestor. Also note that A' (V) =A( 8) \ {As (V)}, where V = Vs. 
Fix some j, kEN+. If B=B(C), where ICI=k and j(C)=j, then the coordinates 
of the four corners of B are divisible by 2j r, and its side length is k2j+4r . For such B 
(which might correspond to more that one pair of k and j), define 
szt'(B, k,j) := {A'(Vs) : 8 E S(r, k), B(Vs) = Band j(Vs) = j}, 
and 
H(j,k):=sup L h(A)2. 
B AEQ(I(B,k,j) 
(Note that the sum on the right may depend on B, since it may happen, for example, 
that BrJ.U'.) 
Define J(k) :=max{j EN :g(k)'jir(2jr) > 1 }=O( iJ) 10g~(k+2). If j ~ J(k), then every 
8ES(r, k) with j(Vs)=j and B(Vs)=B has Vs overcrowded, and hence A'(Vs)=0. 
Therefore, if there exist such sets 8, then we have szt'(B, k,j)={0} and thus H(j, k)=l; 
otherwise, we have szt'(B, k, j)=0 and thus H(j, k)=O. That is, 
H(j, k) ~ 1 for all j ~ J(k). (4.5) 
This is the bound we will use for the overcrowded clusters at the base steps of the 
induction. 
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For general j and k, we will show by induction on j (for all j EN) that 
(4.6) 
Before proving (4.6), let us demonstrate that it implies (4.4). If j(Vs)=j (and 
SES(r,k)), then the number of possible choices for B(Vs) is at most (2R/2jr)2. If 
A(Vs)#0, then the probability ofthe 4-arm event in A(Vs) is at most 0(1)a4(k2jr, aR), 
by (2.3). If A(Vs)=0, then the probability of the 4-arm event is 1, while k2j+4r~?raR, 
hence the previous bound is 0(1), and thus remains true. Therefore, 
Now, we use the quasi-multiplicativity of the 4-arm event, (2.3), (4.5) and (4.6) to rewrite 
this as 
(4.7) 
for some finite constant co. Because (4.3) holds for "I, the first sum is dominated by a 
constant times the summand corresponding to j=J(k) and the second sum is dominated 
by a constant times the summand corresponding to j=J(k)+1. Since "Ir(2J(k)r»1/g(k) 
and "Ir(2J(k)+lr)~1/g(k), we get the bound claimed in (4.4). 
In order to complete the proof of Proposition 4.2, it remains to establish (4.6). The 
proof of this inequality will be inductive and somewhat similar to the proof of (4.4) 
from (4.6), but there are some important differences. In passing from (4.6) to (4.4), 
we "used up" some of the exponent 1.99-it has become 1. Such a loss would not be 
sustainable if it had to be repeated in every inductive step. What saves us in the following 
proof of (4.6) is that clusters that are not singletons have more than one child cluster. 
(In other words, any non-leaf vertex of the cluster tree has at least two children.) This 
results in almost squaring the estimate at each inductive step, which makes the proof 
work. 
We now proceed to prove (4.6) by induction. Since "I is non-increasing, the claim 
holds for all j~J(k), because of (4.5). (In particular, for j=O and any k~1.) We 
now fix some j and k with j>J(k), and assume that (4.6) holds for all smaller values 
of j. Fix some square B such that m'(B, k,j)#0. Observe that if B(Vs)=B, then 
S has some d=d( S) ~ 2 children in its tree of clusters (we know that d#O because Vs 
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is not overcrowded, since j>J(k)). Fix some dE{2, 3, ... }, k1' ... , kd, j1, ... ,jd and sub-
squares B l , ... , Bd such that there is some SES(r, k) with j(Vs)=j and B(Vs)=B, and 
having cluster children C\ ... , Cd with ICil=ki , j(Ci)=ji and B(Ci)=Bi' Note that 
Ai:=As(Ci ) does not depend on the choice of S satisfying the above (by property (4) of 
squares noted previously and by having a fixed j). 
Let 
denote the set of all elements of 1Zl'(B, k,j) that arise from such an S. Note that every 
AEIZl" is of the form {A1, ... ,Ad}UU~=lA, where the AiEIZl'(Bi,ki,ji) are d disjoint 
annulus substructures, and the Ai'S are fixed by 1Zl". (It is possible that some of the Ai'S 
here are empty annuli, see, e.g., Figure 4.1.) For such an A, we have, by (4.1), 
d 
h(A) = II h(Ai)h(Ai). 
i=l 
Hence, 
d II (h(Ai)h(A))2 
i=l AE'21.'(Bi,ki ,ji) 
d 
:( II h(Ad2 H(ji' ki ). 
i=l 
Now, h(Ai )=O(1)a4(ki2ji r, 2j r), where we use the convention that a4(e, e')=1 if e-;:;e'. 
Furthermore, given B, d, j1, ... ,jd and k1' ... , kd, there are no more than O(1)(k2j - ji? 
possible choices for B i . Hence, summing the above over all such choices, we get 
k d 
H(j,k):(L L II O(k2j - ji )2a4(ki2ji r , 2jr)2 H(ji' ki ). 
d=2 (jl, ... ,jd) i=l 
(kl, ... ,kd) 
The inductive hypothesis (4.6) for each ofthe pairs (ji, ki ) implies H(ji' ki ) :(1r(2ji r)g(ki ) 
when ji>J(ki ), since we decreased the exponent from 1.99 to 1, with a base less than 1. 
This upper bound also holds when ji:(J(ki ), because of (4.5). We now use this, together 
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with the quasi-multiplicativity and the RSW estimate (2.3), as before, to obtain 
H(j, k):S; t . L. fr O(k)2k7(1) ~:g:i;) 1r(2ji r )g(ki ) 
d-2 (Jl, ... ,Jd) "-1 
d II O(k)O(1)1r(2jr)g(ki ) (4.8) 
d=2 (h, ... ,jd) i=l 
(kl, ... ,kd) 
k 
:s; L(O(k)O(1)j1r(2jr))d L 
d=2 
Since log~(x+2) is concave on [0,00), it follows that when k1 + ... +kd=k, we have 
rr~=lg(ki):S;g(k/d)d. Since for a fixed d the number of possible d-tuples (k1, ... ,kd) 
is clearly bounded by k d , the above gives 
k 
H(j, k):S; L(ckCj1r(2jr)g(k/d))d 
d=2 
for some constant c. Noting that g(k/ d) :S;g(k/2), and setting 
we then get H (j, k) :s; <[>2 + <[>3 + <[>4 + ... = <[>2/ (1- <[> ), provided <[> < 1. Consequently, the 
proof of (4.6) and of Proposition 4.2 are completed by the following lemma. D 
LEMMA 4.4. For all EE (0, ~), if {) in the definition of 9 is chosen sufficently large 
(depending only on E), then for all kEN + and all j > J (k), we have 
(4.9) 
and <[>(j,k)<~. 
Proof. The estimate <I><~ follows from (4.9), since g(k)1r(2jr):S;1. Write 
<[> _ kC- (2j )c. (k/2)c (9(k/2) )l-C (g(khr(2 jr))1-c -c 'Yr r Jg ----g(k)' (4.10) 
Since (4.3) holds for 1 and 1r(2J(k)+lr)g(k):S;1, we have 
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Hence, j1r(2 j rY"g(k/2Y; ~Oc(J(k)+l). As noted before, we have J(k)=O(rJ) 10g~(k+2). 
Thus, (4.10) gives 
It is easy to verify that the right-hand side tends to 0 as rJ--+oo, uniformly in kEN+. 
This completes the proof. D 
For later use, let us point out that having an exponent larger than 1 in (4.6) was 
important when we derived the bound (4.4), but not for the induction. In (4.8), we used 
only the bound (4.6) with the exponent 1. This was sufficient because d~2. 
Remark 4.5. Our proof shows a clustering effect for spectral samples of very small 
size. Firstly, a positive proportion of our main upper bound (4.4) comes from annulus 
structures with a single overcrowded cluster, as is clear from (4.7). Moreover, the con-
tribution from sets with large diameter is small: for any d~R/r, the calculation in (4.7) 
implies immediately that if k~O(l) 10g2 d, then 
(of course, the exponent 0.99 in (4.7) can be modified to 1+0(1)). Recall that (4.3) says 
that 'Yr(rd)<O(1)d- C1 for some Cl>O. Since we will see in §5 that Lemma 3.2 is sharp, 
and will handle the boundary issues in §4.3, we easily obtain that 
Therefore the above bound gives for k~O(l) 10g2 d that 
To illustrate this formula (with r=l), if one is looking for spectral samples of size less 
than log R, then they have small diameter: 
which for the triangular lattice gives R-a /2+o(l). 
Remark 4.6. Our strategy proving Proposition 4.1 also works for pivotals, showing 
that 
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The only difference is that we need to replace the factor a4(r, R)2, coming from Lemma 3.2 
and its generalization Lemma 4.3, with a6(r, R). The reason for this factor is that having 
pivotals in the inner disk of an annulus but no pivotals in the annulus itself corresponds 
to the 6-arm event in the annulus. On 71} it is known that 
for some c:>o [SSt, Corollary A.8]; on the triangular lattice, 
( R)2 (r )11/12+0(1) a6(r, R) -;: = R 
[SW]. Thus the clustering effect for pivotals is expressed here in the following way: 
which for the triangular lattice gives R-11a/12+0(1). 
4.3. Handling boundary issues 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since the proof is rather similar to that of Proposition 4.2, 
we will just indicate the necessary modifications. 
First of all, we need the half-plane and quarter-plane j-arm events. So let aj(r, R) 
be the probability of having j disjoint arms of alternating colors connecting aB(O, r) to 
aB(O,R) inside the half-annulus (B(O,R)\B(O,r))n(IRxIR+). Similarly, aj+(r,R) is the 
probability of having j arms of alternating colors connecting aB(O, r) to aB(O, R) inside 
the quarter-annulus (B(O, R) \B(O, r))n(IR+ xIR+). As before, we let aj(R):=aj(2j, R) 
and similarly for aj+. The RSW and quasi-multiplicativity bounds (2.1) and (2.2) hold 
for these quantities, as well. 
The reason for these definitions is that if x is a point on one of the sides of [0, R]2 
such that its distance from the other sides is at least r', then the percolation configuration 
inside B(x, r) has an effect on the crossing event only if we have the 3-arm event in the 
half-annulus (B(x, r') \B(x, r))n [0, R]2. Similarly, if x is one of the corners of[O, RF, and 
r'~R, then we need the 2-arm event in the quarter-annulus (B(x,r')\B(x,r))n[O,RF 
in order for the configuration inside B(x, r) to have any effect. 
In the annulus structures we are going to build, we will have to consider clusters 
that are close to a side or even to a corner of [0, RF. These will be called side and corner 
clusters (defined precisely below). To understand the contribution of such clusters, we 
define 
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The function 'Y: plays a role similar to 'Yn but in relation to the side clusters. Similarly, 
'Y:+ relates to the corner clusters. The motivation for the linear factor glr in the definition 
of 'Y: is that (up to a constant factor) the number of different ways to choose a square 
of some fixed size whose center is on a line segment of length g and whose position on 
the line segment is divisible by g' is gig', when g>g'>O. Such a factor is not necessary 
in the case of 'Y:+, because it corresponds to a corner, and there is no choice in placing 
a square of a fixed size into a fixed corner. 
As we will see, the key reason for the boundary 8[0, RF to play no significant role 
in the behavior of the spectral sample is that there is a 6>0 and a constant c such that 
when r~g'~g, 
(4.11) 
We now prove these inequalities. Firstly, it is known that 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
with some 2>0, where the second step used Reimer's inequality [R] (or color-switching 
and the van den Berg-Kesten (BK) inequality), and the third step used the RSW estimate 
for the I-arm half-plane event. Therefore, 'Y:+ (g)h:+ (g') ~O(I)(g' I g?+£. On the other 
hand, (2.6) implies that 
'Yr(g) ~ (g' )2-£1 
'Yr(g') /' g 
for some 2'>0. Combining these upper and lower bounds we get (4.11). 
Let us note that for the triangular lattice we actually know that 
(4.14) 
since a~+(g', g)=a~(g', g)2+o(l) by the conformal invariance of the scaling limit, while 
a~ (g' , g) ::::::: g' I g is known for both lattices by RSW arguments, see again [W, first exercise 
sheet]. 
After these preparations, we define S(r, k) as the set of all S~I such that [Sr[=k. 
The set V = Vs is defined as Sr. As it turns out, we will need to limit the diameters of 
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the clusters. For that purpose, set J=Jk:= 110g2(R/kr)J -5 and J:={O, 1, ... ,n. Clearly, 
we may assume without loss of generality that J>O. The clusters at level ° are once again 
the sets of the type C = {x}, where x E V. If j E J, then an interior cluster at level j is 
defined as a connected component C<;;;V of Gj such that the distance from C to 8([0, RF) 
is larger than 2j r and C is not connected in Gj - 1 . The interior clusters at level ° are 
just the connected components of Go; that is, the singletons in V. Inductively, we define 
the side clusters: a connected component C<;;;V of Gj is a side cluster at level jEJ if it 
is within distance 2j r of precisely one of the four boundary edges of [0, R]2 and it is not 
a side cluster at any level j' E {I, 2, ... , j -I}. Likewise, a corner cluster at level j E J is a 
connected component C<;;;V of G j that is within distance 2j r of precisely two adjacent 
boundary edges of [O,RF, but is not a corner cluster at any level j'E{1,2, ... ,j-1}. 
Finally, the unique top cluster has level J+1 (by definition) and consists of all of V. 
With these choices, when j E J every connected component of G j is either an interior, 
side, or corner cluster, and this is the reason for setting the upper bound J. 
Note that the top cluster contains at least one cluster (which could be a side cluster 
or a corner cluster or an interior cluster), a corner cluster contains at least one side or 
interior cluster, and possibly also a corner cluster, a side cluster contains an interior 
cluster or at least two side clusters (but no corner clusters), and an interior cluster at 
level j > ° contains at least two interior clusters (and no side or corner clusters). 
The inner and outer bounding squares associated with the clusters are defined as 
before, except that the squares associated with side clusters are centered at points on 
the corresponding edge and squares associated with corner clusters are centered at the 
corresponding corner, which is the meeting point of the two sides of [0, RF closest to the 
cluster. There are no squares associated with the top cluster. The annulus associated 
with each cluster (other than the top cluster, which does not have its own annulus) is 
the annulus between its outer square and its inner square, provided that the outer square 
strictly contains the inner square. 
We define 1:(e):=infe'E[r,d 1:(e) and similarly for 1:+. The exponential decay 
(4.3) holds for these functions as well. As before, clusters (even side or corner clusters) 
are considered overcrowded if they satisfy g(IClhr(2j r) > 1, and the annulus structure 
A( S) is defined as above. 
There are some modifications necessary in the definition of h(A) in order for (4.2) 
to still hold in the present setting. For a side annulus A define h(A) as the probability of 
the 3-arm crossing event within An [0, RF between the two boundary components of A, 
and for a corner annulus define h(A) as the probability ofthe 2-arm crossing event within 
An [0, RF between the two boundary components of A. With these modifications, (4.2) 
still holds, and the proof is essentially the same. 
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The definition of H(j, k) is similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 4.2, but 
now the supremum only refers to interior squares. (In the definition of ~'(B, k,j), we 
presently restrict to such S so that Vs is an interior cluster at level j, in addition to 
being the top cluster, and when we write B(Vs), it is understood as the inner square 
defined for an interior cluster.) We also define H+(j, k) and H++(j, k), which refer to the 
supremum over side and corner squares, respectively. We also set 
HD(R,k):= L h(A(S))2, 
SES(r,k) 
and our goal is to show that this quantity is at most g(khr(R). 
We first prove a similar bound on H+(j, k). It is convenient to separate the annulus 
structures A'(S) where B(Vs)=B and B is a side square into those where Vs has a single 
child cluster and into those where Vs has at least two child clusters. In the case of a 
single child cluster, that child has to be an interior cluster, and using (4.6), the argument 
giving (4.4) now gives the bound 
L h(A)2 ~ O(1)kO(1)g(k)1r(2jr), 
A 
where the sum extends over such (single interior cluster child) annulus structures. By 
increasing the constant {) in the definition of g, we may then incorporate the factor 
O(l)kO(l) into g. The bound on the sum over the annulus structures with at least two 
child clusters can now be established by induction on j, in almost the same way that (4.6) 
was proved by induction. The main difference here is that the children can fall into two 
types, which slightly complicates the calculations but adds no significant difficulties. 
(Indeed, since each square among Bi at level ji, i=l, 2, ... , d, can either correspond to a 
side cluster or an interior cluster, each factor in the first row of (4.8) presently needs to 
be replaced by 
O(k)2k?(1) (Jr(2jr) + J;:(2 jr) )1r(2ji r)g(ki )' 
, ')'r(2Jir) ')';:(2Ji r) 
Due to (4.11), the fraction featuring 1+ is dominated by a constant times the other 
fraction and is therefore certainly inconsequential.) A point worth noting is that in the 
inductive proof of (4.6) we only used the inductive hypothesis with exponent 1 in place 
of l.99. In our present situation, this is what we have at our disposal in the base step 
of the induction, since the induction now has to be started from overcrowded clusters or 
side clusters with a single child cluster. 
Summing up the two types, we conclude (by changing {) again, if necessary) that 
H+(j, k)~g(k)1r(2jr). Of course, in this type of argument we should not change {) at 
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every induction step, for then it may end up depending on R. But we have not committed 
any such offence. 
We can show that H++(j,k)~g(k)1r(2jr) similarly. We separate the annulus struc-
tures into those with a single child at the top level which is an interior cluster, those with 
a single child which is a side cluster, and those with several children at the top level. The 
first type is handled as in the bound for H+(j, k). The second type is handled similarly, 
but now we do not have the exponent 1.99 as in (4.6), but only the exponent 1 that 
we showed for H+(j, k). So, we use instead the fact that 6>0 in (4.11). The argument 
bounding the third type uses induction as in the multi-child case of H+(j, k). 
Finally, the bound for HD (R, k) follows in the same way, using our previous bounds 
for H+(j, k) and H++(j, k) together with (4.11). The last small difference is that the 
child clusters of the top cluster (at some levels ji) have outer bounding squares of size 
;:::::r2I, but the number of ways to place each of these clusters is ;:::::(R/r2ji)2, instead of 
;::::: (2I/2ji)2. But R/r2J ;:::::k, so this discrepancy gives only an O(k2) factor for each child 
cluster, which can be absorbed into g(k) in the usual way. This completes the proof. D 
4.4. The radial case 
In this subsection, we will consider the spectral sample 9=9j , where f is the indicator 
function (not the ±1-indicator function) of the £-arm event in the annulus [-R, R]2\ 
[-£, £]2 and £=1 or £E2N+. Thus, lE[f]=lE[p];:::::ac(R). Instead of the probability measure 
for 9 that we have worked with so far, it will be easier notationally to use the un-
normalized measure Q[9=S]:= j(S)2. 
For any SCIR2, we let S* :=SU{O}, and define Sr as before. In particular, 9/ is 
the set of r-squares whose intersection with 9* is non-empty. We are going to prove the 
following analogue of Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let £=1 or £E2N+, and let 9 denote the spectral sample of the 
indicator function of the £-arm event in the annulus [_R,R]2\[_£,£]2. Then there is 
some rJ* =rJe > 0 such that 
holds with g*(k):=27'J'log~(k+2) for all kEN+ and all R"?r"?£. 
It might be surprising at first glance that no 4-arm probabilities show up in this 
upper bound. See (4.15) below for a rough explanation. 
Proof. The main difference from the square crossing case is that we will use centered 
annulus structures, which have two kinds of annuli: annuli centered at the origin (0), 
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for which we are interested in the £-arm event, and annuli with outer square disjoint 
from 0, for which we are interested in the 4-arm event. Each centered annulus structure 
is required to have an annulus centered at 0 whose inner square does not contain any 
other annuli. The inner radius of the annulus structure is defined as the inner radius of 
this innermost centered annulus. For a centered annulus structure A, we define h*(A) 
to be the probability of having the 4-arm event in the annuli with outer square disjoint 
from 0 and the £-arm event in the annuli centered at O. Now, we have the following 
analogue of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.8. For any centered annulus structure A with inner radius r A, 
Q[9* is compatible with A] ~ ae(r A)h*(A)2. 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.3, we divide the set of relevant bits into 
parts: () is the configuration inside U A, while 'f/o is the configuration inside the inner 
disk of the smallest centered annulus, and 'f/l is the configuration neither in () nor in 'f/o. 
As before, Fe is the function defined by Fe('f/o,'f/l):=f((),'f/o,'f/l); furthermore, W is the 
linear space of functions spanned by {Xs:S* compatible with A}, and Pw denotes the 
orthogonal projection onto W. Now, PwFei=O implies the 4-arm event in every interior 
non-centered AEA, the £-arm event in every centered AEA, and the 3-arm event in 
every boundary (or corner) annulus. (Note that this uses the fact that when £i=1 we are 
considering the alternating arms event. In particular, we are restricted to £E{1}U2N+.) 
Moreover, for any (), we have Fe ('f/o , 'f/l)=O if 'f/o does not have the £-arm event. Thus, 
IIPw Fe112~ IIFeI12=lE[Fl] ~ae(r A). Altogether, similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.3, 
Q[9* is compatible with A] = IlPw fl12 ~ lEe [llPw FelW 
~ JP'e[PwFe i= Ofae(r A) ~ h*(A)2ae(r A), 
which proves the lemma. D 
Note that a centered annulus structure compatible with 9 is also compatible with 
9*, but not necessarily vice versa, hence the lemma is stronger with 9* than it would 
be with 9. This strengthening is crucial, as shown by the following example: for 
an r-square B at distance tE (r, R) from 0, by the remark after Lemma 2.2, we have 
Q[0i=9~B]~O(1)JP'[AB]2::=::(ae(1,R)a4(r,t))2, a bound that we would not be able to 
reproduce from the weaker (starless) version of the above lemma. On the other hand, 
when B is centered at 0, then the bound O(l)ae(r)ae(r, R)2 given by Lemma 4.8 is 
stronger than the O(l)ae(r, R)2 bound of Lemma 2.2. (Unlike Lemma 4.3, which was 
only a generalization of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.2.) 
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These bounds provide a back-of-the-envelope explanation for how the result of 
Proposition 4.7 arises, at least for k = 1: 
O(R/r) 
Q[I,9'rl = 1] ~ O(l)al'(r)al'(r, R)2+0(1) L s(al'(l, R)a4(r, sr))2 
8=1 (4.15) 
where we used that sa4(r, sr)2~O(1)s-1-E, by (2.6). The first term being dominant also 
shows that a small ,9'r should typically be close to O. (Which is another manifestation 
of the 4-arm events playing a small role here.) 
Back to the actual proof, analogously to §4. 2, for each S c [-R, RJ2 with I Sr I = k 
we will build a centered annulus structure A(S) that is compatible with S* (but not 
necessarily with S itself!) and that has r A(S) ~r. Furthermore, the collection Ql*(r, k) of 
all these centered annulus structures will be small enough to have 
L h*(A)2 ~ g*(k)al'(r, R)2. (4.16) 
AE'2L*(r,k) 
The combination of (4.16) and Lemma 4.8 proves Proposition 4.7. 
To construct the annulus structure A(S), we take V = Vs to be S;, set 
and define the clusters exactly as in §4.3. A cluster is called centered if it contains O. In 
constructing the inner and outer bounding squares, we use the additional rule that for 
centered clusters 0 the inner bounding square must be centered at O. (Note that this is 
just a special case of the "arbitrary but fixed way" of choosing a vertex zE [0].) 
The centered analogue of 'Yr(Q) is now 'Y;(Q):=al'(r, Q)2. We again let 
and we note the exponential decay (4.3) for 1;(r2 j ) in j. A non-centered cluster 0 is 
called overcrowded if g(I°1)1r(r2 j (C)) > 1, with the function g(k) of Proposition 4.1. A 
centered cluster is overcrowded if g*(101)1;(r2 j (C))> 1. We define J(k) as before, using 
g(k), and similarly define J*(k), using g*(k). In particular, 1;(r2J*(k))g*(k)x1. 
Using these notions of overcrowdedness, we get our annulus structure A(S). The 
collection of them for all S~I with ISrl=k is Ql*(r, k). 
We define H(j, k) similarly as before, but now only for interior inner bounding 
squares that do not contain O. We similarly define the quantities H+(j, k) and H++(j, k) 
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for side and corner squares not containing O. Finally, we let H*(j, k) be the analogous 
quantity where the inner bounding square is required to be centered. We will show that 
there is some constant 8>0, depending only on £, such that, for jE{J*(k), ... ,n, 
(4.17) 
This implies (4.16) (with a possibly larger constant '13*) in exactly the same way as in 
§4.2 the bound (4.6) implied (4.4) (with the small additional care regarding the cutoff J 
that we have seen in §4.3). 
As usual, we prove (4.17) by induction on j. We may assume that j > J* (k). Recall 
that H*(j, k) is defined as a sum, where each summand corresponds to a centered annulus 
structure. Suppose that A is a centered annulus structure contributing to the sum, where 
A=A(S) for some Sr;;r with ISrl=k. Let j* be j(C*), where C* is the largest proper 
centered subcluster of S;, and let k*=lc*nsrl. Every such A can be formed as a union 
of the topmost (centered) annulus in A, a centered annulus structure A* for (j*, k*), and 
the annulus structure A' formed by dropping all the centered annuli from A. Moreover, 
The sum over such A with j* and k* fixed is bounded by 
where the sums run over the appropriate collections of annulus structures. The first 
sum is bounded by H*(j*, k*), and the proof of (4.4), possibly incorporating boundary 
clusters, shows that the second factor is bounded by g(k-k*)1r(r2j ), with possibly a 
different choice of the constant '13 implicit in g. (Note that the annulus structure A' 
may have just one annulus whose outer square is roughly at the scale corresponding 
to j. This case is handled by the computation in (4.15), and this is the reason for the 
estimate being of the type (4.4), rather than the type estimated in (4.6).) The induction 
hypothesis therefore gives 
H*(j, k) ~ (k+2)O(1) L Ge(r2j*, r2j)2g*(k*);Y;(r2j*)g(k-k*);Yr(r2j) 
k*,j* 
If 8>0 is small enough, then j;Yr(r2j)~O(1);Y;(r2j)8. Given this 8, if '13* is large 
enough, we also have O(1)(k+2)O(1)g(k)~g*(k)8. Thus, our last upper bound is at most 
(g*(k);Y;(r2j))1+8, so (4.17) is proved, and our proof of Proposition 4.7 is complete. D 
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5. Partial independence in the spectral sample 
5.1. Setup and main statement 
Let 9 denote the spectral sample of the ±1-indicator function of having a percolation 
left-right crossing in [0, R]2 (in either of our two favorite lattices). In order to prove that 
[9[ is rarely much smaller than its mean it would be useful to have some independence 
of the following kind: if Bl and B2 are two distant squares, then we would expect that 
It turns out that it is hard to control such correlations. Nevertheless, we will prove a 
weaker independence result that will be enough for our purposes. 
Consider some box B of radius r inside [0, R]2. (Recall from §2.1 that a box B(x, r) 
of radius r is the union oftiles whose centers are in x+ [-r, r)2.) We want to understand 
the behavior of 9 in B. Because of boundary issues, we will actually look at 9 in a 
smaller concentric box B', of radius ~r. 
We saw in (3.7) that O(1)lE[[9nB'[ 19nByf0] ;?r2a4(r). In this section, we will 
strengthen this by proving that [9nB'[ is at least of this size with a uniform positive 
probability, moreover, this remains true when we add 9nW =o to the conditioning, 
where W is an arbitrary set in the complement of B: 
(5.1) 
with some fixed constants c, a>O. However, the following stronger statement is closer to 
what we actually need. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 9 be the spectral sample of the ±1-indicator function of the 
left-right crossing event in Q= [0, R]2. Let B be a box of some radius r. Let B' be the 
concentric box with radius ~r, and assume that B' c Q (note that B does not need to be 
in Q). We also assume that r;?f, where f>O is some universal constant. Fix any set 
Wcl~2\B, and let Z be a random subset of I that is independent of 9, where each 
element of I is in Z with probability 1/a4(r)r2 independently. (By (2.6), a4(r)r2;?1 if 
f is sufficiently large.) Then 
JPl[9nB'nZyf0 [9nByf0,9nW=0] >a, 
where a>O is a universal constant. 
The estimate (5.1) follows immediately from the proposition, since 
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It is important to note that in the proposition the constant a>O is independent of 
the position of the box B relative to the square [0, Rj2. Such a uniform control over the 
domain would be harder to achieve in the case of general quads. Instead, after proving 
this uniform result for the square, we will prove a local version (Proposition 5.11) for 
general quads. We will also prove a radial version (Proposition 5.12), which will be 
important for the application to exceptional times of dynamical percolation. 
The proof of the proposition is straightforward once we have the following bounds 
on the first and second moments. Recall the definition of AB,W right before Lemma 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (First moment) Assume the setup of Proposition 5.l. There is 
an absolute constant Cl > 0 such that for any x E B' nI, 
(5.2) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (Second moment) Let Y' be the spectral sample of f=fQ, where 
QC]R2 is some arbitrary quad. Let ZEQ and r>O. Set B:=B(z,r) and B':=B(z, ir). 
Suppose that B(z,~r)cQ and that Band Ware disjoint. Then for every x,yEB'nI, 
we have 
(5.3) 
where C2 < 00 is an absolute constant. 
Proof of Proposition 5.l. (Assuming the first- and second-moment estimates.) Con-
sider the random variable 
Y:= [Y'nB'nZ[1{.9'nw=0}' 
Since Z is independent of Y' and lP'[xEZl=1/CY4(r)r2, we obtain, by summing (5.2) 
over all XEB'nI, that O(1)lE[Yl ~lE[A~,wl. On the other hand, summing (5.3) over all 
x,yEB'nI, similarly to the second-moment estimate in Lemma 3.1, gives 
diagonal term off-diagonal term 
lE[y2l ~ O(1)lE[A~ W lcy:(r)r21P'[x E zf + O(1)lE[A~ wlCY4(r)2r41P'[X E Zl2 
, , 
~ O(1)lE[A~ W], , 
by our choice of lP[xEZl. Note that this choice for lP'[xEZl is of the smallest possible 
order that does not make the diagonal term the leading contribution. Now, by Cauchy-
Schwarz' inequality, 
(5.4) 
The proposition now follows from Lemma 2.2. D 
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Remark 5.4. JPl[Y'nB:f;0, Y'nw =0] is obviously not smaller than the left-hand 
side of (5.4). Therefore, (5.4) and Lemma 2.2 imply that in the present setting 
JPl[Y'nB -j. 0, Y'nw = 0] ;;:::lE[A~ W]. 
, 
(5.5) 
The definition of AB,W easily gives 
lE[A~,0] = D:o(B, Q) and AB,Bc = D:o(B, Q). (5.6) 
Combining these with (5.5), we get that for B as above, approximate equalities hold in 
Lemma 3.2, i.e., 
5.2. Bounding the second moment 
Due to the way in which AB,W was defined, it is generally easier to obtain AB,W as an 
upper bound up to constants, than as a lower bound up to constants. Consequently, the 
second-moment estimate is easier to prove, and for this reason we start with that. 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let () denote the restriction of w to the complement of 
WU{x, y}. Then Lemma 2.1 gives 
JPl[x, y E Y', Y'nw = 0] = JPl[Y'n (WU{x, y}) = {x, y}] = lE[lE[X{x,y} (w)f(w) I ()]2]. (5.8) 
Set 
g(()) :=lE[X{x,y}(w)f(w) I ()]. 
Then lE[g2] is the quantity that we need to estimate. Since BnW=0, the information 
in () includes the configuration in B \ {x, y}. If () does not have the 4-arm event from the 
tile of x to distance ~Ix-yl, then flipping Wx does not effect f(w), and hence g(())=O. A 
similar statement holds for y. Also, if the box B of radius 2lx-yl centered at !(x+y) 
does not intersect BB, then g(())=O unless () has the 4-arm event in the corresponding 
annulus B\B. Let Ax, Ay and Ax,y denote the indicator functions for the 4-arm event 
in the corresponding three annuli, where we take Ax,y=1 if BnBB-j.0. Then we have 
g(())=O if AxAyAx,y=O. 
We now argue that Ig(())I~AB,W. For this purpose, write 
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where we used that our measure is i.i.d. Clearly, IlE[X{x,y}fIF{x,y}cll::::;1A{x,y} ::::;1AB , 
where A. is as defined above Lemma 2.2. Taking conditional expectation given Fwc then 
gives 
Since the left-hand side is Igl, we get Igl::::;AB,W. 
Putting together the above, we arrive at Ig(B)I::::;AxAyAx,yAB,W. Thus, 
Independence on disjoint sets then gives 
The proposition now follows from the familiar properties of (Y4. D 
5.3. Reformulation of the first-moment estimate 
Before proving the first-moment estimate (Proposition 5.2), we explain how it can be 
reformulated as a quasi-multiplicativity property analogous to the quasi-multiplicativity 
property of the j-arm events (2.2). Recall that 
It is not a priori clear how to work with lE[A~,W], but here is a useful observation about 
this quantity. Let w' and w" be two critical percolation configurations which coincide on 
we but are independent on W. Let ub(B, Q) denote the set of percolation configurations 
w for which the 4-arm event occurs in the annulus Q\B with the appropriately colored 
arms terminating on the correct boundary arcs of Q; that is, the primal (white) arms 
terminating on the two distinguished arcs of 8Q and the dual (black) arms terminating 
on the two complementary arcs. Then 
lE[A~,wl =lP[w',w" E ABl =lP[w',w" E u'o(B, Q)l; 
that is, lE[A~,W 1 is just the probability that the corresponding 4-arm event occurs in both 
w' and w". Lemma 2.1 gives 
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lP'[x E ,51', YnW = 0] =lE[A; w] = lP'[w', wI! E do(x, Q)], , 
where do(x, Q) has the obvious meaning. Likewise, since WnE=0, we have w'=wl! in 
E, and so 
where JZY4(x, E) is the 4-arm event (which does not pay attention to any distinguished 
arcs on oE). Hence (5.2) can be rewritten as 
lP'[w', wI! E do(x, Q)] ~ c11P'[w', wI! E d 4 (x, E)]IP'[w', wI! E do(E, Q)]. (5.10) 
To see that this is indeed a quasi-multiplicativity property, observe that if we take W =0 
and replace the events with do by the corresponding events with d 4 , then this is essen-
tially the same as the case j =4 in the left inequality of (2.2). 
It turns out that, with a few extra twists, a proof which gives the quasi-multiplicativi-
ty estimates (2.2) generalizes to give (5.10). This will be explained in the next subsec-
tions. 
Remark 5.5. Proposition 5.1 generalizes to the radial setting, in which we consider 
the event of a crossing from the origin to a large distance away. However, at present it 
does not generalize to the radial 2-arm event where a vacant crossing and an occupied 
crossing occur simultaneously. The only argument in the proof that does not generalize 
to the 2-arm event is (5.9), which is not true for non-monotone functions. Instead, we 
have 
lE[jxx I F{x}c] = 1 Mt -1 M;;' (5.11) 
where M;% is the event that x is monotonically pivotal (Le., j(w{x}) =1=- j(w{x})) and 
M;; is the event that x is anti-monotonically pivotal. The problem with such functions 
is that for the first moment we would need to bound lE[lE[l Mt -1 M;; I Fwc ]2] from below. 
This expression is easily controlled from above by lE[A;,W], but not from below due to 
cancellations between M;% and M;;. These cancellations are far from being negligible, and 
thus there is no hope to get O(1)lE[lE[lMt-1M;;IFwc]2]~lE[A;,w] for general W. For 
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instance, if W = { x } C and f is an even function U ( -w ) = f (w)) like the 2-arm indicator 
function for site percolation on the triangular grid, then 
This "unfortunate" cancellation between the events Mi and M; is the reason for the 
breakdown of our methods for such events. 
5.4. Quasi-multiplicativity for coupled configurations 
Rather than proving inequality (5.10) specifically, we first address a related statement 
which is somewhat cleaner. In the following, W is any fixed subset of I, and w' and wI! 
are the above coupled configurations, which are independent in Wand agree on I\ W. 
The annulus B(O, R) \B(O, r) will be denoted by A(r, R). Let j EN+ be either loran even 
number and let ~ (r, R) denote the set of configurations w that satisfy the alternating 
j-arm event in the annulus A(r, R). Set 
f3f (r, R) :=IP'[w', wI! E ~(r, R)]. 
We will prove the following quasi-multiplicativity result. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (Quasi-multiplicativity) Let jEN+ be either 1 or an even integer, 
and let W~I. Then 
f3f (rl' r2)f3f (r2' r3) ~ Cj f3f (rl' r3) 
holds for every O<rl <r2<r3 satisfying r2~Tj, where Cj and Tj are finite constants 
depending only on j (and, in particular, not on W). 
Note that the opposite inequality with C j = 1 holds by independence on disjoint sets. 
To prepare for the proof of the proposition, we first need to prove a few lemmas. 
The first observation is the following monotonicity property: 
(5.12) 
Indeed, since 
the claimed monotonicity follows by the orthogonality property of martingale increments. 
The case j=l in Proposition 5.6 easily follows from the Russo-Seymour-Welsh the-
orem and from the Harris-FKG inequality. In the following, we will restrict ourselves to 
the case j =4, since the other even values of j are essentially the same. 
Let 8 be some small positive constant, and let ro>O. We say that r~ro is 8-good if 
f3r (ro, 2r)~8f3r (ro, r). Of course, this notion of goodness depends on W, 8 and roo 
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LEMMA 5.7. For any 8>0, there exist 1'=1'(8»0 and c=c(8»0 (both depending 
only on 8), such that for any W~I and any ro>O the following holds: if one assumes 
that r~ro V1' is 8-good, then, for every r'>r, 
WUA(r,r') , W r ( )
d 
(34 (ro,r)~c(34 (ro,r) r' ' 
where d is a universal constant. 
The proof of this lemma will rely on Lemmas A.2 and A.3 from [SSt]. 
Proof. Assume that r is 8-good. Then (3r(ro,2r)~8(3r(ro,r). Set 
Then 
Now, since 
X':= lP'[w' E m'4(ro, 2r) I w~(O,r)], 
X" := lP'[w" E d 4 (ro, 2r) I w~(o,d· 
and a similar relation holds with X", we have 
lP'[w',w" E d 4(ro, 2r) I w~(O,r),w~(O,r)] ~ X' AX" =: X, 
where X =X' AX" denotes the minimum of X' and X". Because r is 8-good, (5.13) 
now gives lE[X]~8(3r(ro,r). Since {X>0}~{w',w"Ed4(ro,r)}, and the latter event 
has probability (3r (ro, r), this gives 
(5.14) 
Now let w' and w" be two percolation configurations that have the same law as w, 
that are independent of each other outside of B(O, r), and inside B(O, r) satisfy w' =w' 
and w" =w". Let s' be the least distance between the endpoints on oB(O, 2r) of any pair 
of disjoint interfaces of w' that cross the annulus A(r, 2r). (Take s' =00 if there is at 
most one such interface.) We claim that r / s' is tight, in the following sense: for every 
E>O there is a constant M=Me , depending only on E, such that lP'[r/s'>M] <E. This is 
proved, for example, in [SSt, Lemma A.2]. We use this with E=!8. Thus, we have 
lP's<- <-[ , r] 8 M 2· (5.15) 
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Figure 5.1. How to use "separation of armsn in order to get equation (5.16) . 
This property will be referred to below as the "separation of arms" phenomenon. 
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Assume now that r;<: 100M=:f'. Then when s';<:r/M, we know that s' is substan-
t ially larger than the lattice mesh . Observe that the distance between the endpoints 
on oB(O, 2r) of any two disjoint interfaces of &1' that cross A(TO,2T) is at least 81 (since 
every such interface also crosses A( 1' , 2r)), and if w' E.d4 (ro, 21' ) then there exist at least 
four such interfaces. Let Lk denote the sector {Qei6;g>0 and BE [ ~1rk, ~1r(k+l)]}. Let 
Z' denote the event that in Wi for each kE {O, 2,4, 6} there is a crossing from DB(O, TO) 
to DB(O,Sr) in Lk UA(ro,4r), which is white when kE{0,4} and black when kE{2,6}. 
By the proof of [SSt , Lemma A.3J, we know (see Figure 5.1) that there is a constant 
CQ =eo(M»O such that 
(5. 16) 
Note that Sf is independent of w~(O,r)=w~(O,rr T herefore, (5. 15) gives 
IP'[ s' ;<: ~1 ,Wi E m'4(TO, 2r) I W~(o,r)] ;<: P[w' E dl(ro, 2r ) I W~(O,r)J -lP'[ s' < ;'1 I W~(o.r)] 
;<:X-40. 
Together with (5 .16), this shows that 
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Now let Z" be defined as Z', but with w" replacing WI. Since W' and W" are conditionally 
independent given (w~(O,r),w~(O,r))' we get 
(5.17) 
where (x)+ denotes xVO. Since (X -~6)! is a convex function of X, we get from Jensen's 
inequality and (5.14) that 
lE[(X -~6)! I w',w" Ed4(ro,r)] ~ ~62. 
Thus, taking the expectation of both sides of (5.17) gives 
(5.18) 
This clearly implies the statement of the lemma in the case where r' ~8r. Assume there-
fore that r'>8r. Note that z'nz" is increasing inside (LoUL4)\B(0,6r) and decreasing 
in (L2UL6)\B(0,6r). Hence, it is positively correlated with the event Z that for each 
of W' and W" there are white paths separating 8B(0,6r) from 8B(0,8r) in each of Lo 
and L4, and similar black paths in L2 and L6, and moreover, there are black paths in 
each of L2 and L6 joining 8B(0, 6r) and 8B(0, r') and white paths in each of Lo and L4 
joining 8B(0, 6r) and 8B(0, r'). By the Russo-Seymour-Welsh theorem (see Figure 5.2), 
JPl[Zl~cl(r/r')d for some absolute constants Cl>O and d<oo. 
Taking c:=~clc662, we obtain that JPl[Z',Z",Zl~c,6,f(ro,r)(r/r')d. The lemma 
follows, since z'nZ"nZ~{w',w"Ed4(ro,r')}. D 
LEMMA 5.8. There are absolute constants 60 >0 and R>O such that 
(5.19) 
holds for any ro >0 and any f2~ro V R. Furthermore, 
(5.20) 
holds for any R~f2~ro. 
Proof. We start by proving the first claim. Let us consider some 6E(0,2-(d+l)) 
(where d is the universal constant from Lemma 5.7), whose value will be determined 
later. Let 7'=7'(6) and C(6) be as in Lemma 5.7. Let ro>O be some radius. Let r~ 
7'Vro, and assume for now that r is 6-good. Then, by Lemma 5.7 and the monotonicity 
property (5.12), we have 
,6,f (ro, r') ~ C(6),6,f (ro, r) (;,)d (5.21 ) 
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Figure 5.2. A realizat ion of the event Z. In each sector L2;, t here is one arm in w' and one in w" . 
for every r'>r. Set {lk:= 2kr, and let k := inf{kEN+:ek is 6-good}, with k:=oo if this set 
is empty. If mEN+ and m~k, then by the definition of k and by (5 .21) with r':={lm, we 
have 
Now, since 6<2-<1-1, the above gives 2- {<I+l)(", - I);o:c(6)2- <lm, which implies that 
2Ml ;O:c(6)2"'. Hence, k is bounded from above by some fin ite constant depending only 
on 6 (recall t hat d is a universal constant). We may conclude that 6-good radii appear 
in scales with bounded gaps, since the same argument may be applied wiLh r replaced 
by {li::. If {l is in the range (r,{ld, then we have the estimate 
which means that (l is 61-good with 61 :=61 (J)=c(J) 2- d(k+1) . The same statement applies 
to any o;O:r, since, above r, the 6-good radii appear in scales with bounded gaps. 
T he proof of (5. 19) is nearly complete, since we only have to initialize the above 
recursion . Given ro>O, we want to find 6>0 small enough alJd some n;O: f=f(6) that 
does not depend on ro, such that n Vro will be 6-good (recall that the definition of 6-
good in Lemma 5.7 above does depend on ro). Once this is established, we can start t he 
induction with r:= RVro, and (5 .19) will be satisfied for all o;O:r, with 60 :=61. 
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aB 
Figure 5.3. If we had chosen boxes with such boundaries, then in th is case whatever the color 
of the ?-hcxagon is , we would not be able to continue both interfaces. 
Clearly, by the RSW estimate, .Bt(r, 2r) is bounded from below once r~Ro, where 
Ro is some absolute constant. We now fix J:=O(Ro)E(O, 2 - (d+l) such t hat fo r any r~Ro, 
Now that (\: is fixed , define R:=f(J)V Ro. T his certainly ensures that the requirement 
R~f is fu lfilled . 
We now d istinguish between two cases. If TO ~ fl, t hen we want to st art the induction 
with r :=To, which is fine, because TO ';::R;?: Ro, hence TO is o-good (for TO and W) by the 
choice of J. We thus obtain t he desired inequality (5. 19) for any f!~r =ro, with 60 :=0\ (6). 
Let us now deal with the case where O<ro<R. Let {}~R. Note that for any cou-
pled configurat ions Wi ,wll satisfying {Wi ,wll E~(R, 2e)}, there a lways exists a pair of 
configurations w',(;)" in the ball B(R) such that the concatenations (wl,d) and (WIl,WIl ) 
both satisfy dl(ro, 2e) . Note that, fo r this to be entirely rigorous, one would need to 
choose the boxes B{r) in a proper way to exclude discrete effects; see Figure 5.3. On the 
triangular lattice, choosing the balls according to the triangular graph distance does it, 
for instance. 
This implies that, for any l <ro<R:::;;e, 
where the second inequality follows from ro=R in the above analysis. Hence the first 
claim of the lemma is now proved with JO:= 2- 2IB(li:)IJ,(J). 
To prove (5. 20), we follow a similar argument but with annuli growing towards 0 
rather than towards infinity. For t his, a corresponding analogue of Lemma 5.7 is needed. 
Since the proofs in this case are essentially the same, they are omitted. o 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. As remarked above , we only prove the case j = 4, since 
j=1 is very easy and the proof for t he case j=4 applies to all even j, wi th no essential 
changes. 
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If r2:(4rl or r3:(4r2, then the claim follows from Lemma 5.8. Hence, assume that 
rl < ~r2 and 4r2 <r3. By the monotonicity property (5.12), it suffices to prove that 
This follows from the proof of Lemma 5.7: we just need to apply the same argument 
twice, once going outwards from 0 and using (5.19) with rO:=rl and e:=~r2 to verify 
that ~r2 is 50-good, and once going inwards towards 0 and using (5.20) with rO:=r3 and 
e:=4r2. The easy details are left to the reader. D 
Although this will not be needed in this paper, we note that the following general-
ization of Proposition 5.6 to arbitrary sequences of crossings holds. (This can be proved 
by combining the above arguments with the proof of [SSt, Proposition A.5].) 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let j EN+ and fix a color sequence X E{black, white}j. For any 
set W c;;.I, the probabilities for the existence in both coupled configurations w' and wI!, 
of j crossings whose colors match this sequence in counterclockwise order satisfy the 
inequalities in Proposition 5.6. 
5.5. Proof of the first-moment estimate 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. As remarked in §5.3, the proof of the first-moment esti-
mate reduces to proving (5.10). We will now explain how the proof of Proposition 5.6 
needs to be adapted to give (5.10). As in the case of Proposition 5.6, one needs to show 
that arms "tend to separate" when one conditions on the event we are interested in 
(Le. do(x, Q) here). In Proposition 5.6, the conditioning was very symmetric around x, 
while for Proposition 5.2, if the point x happens to be close to the boundary 8Q, then, 
under the conditioning, boundary effects will have a strong influence. In order to deal 
with this influence of the boundary, it is convenient to locate the point x first with re-
spect to its closest edge (basically inducing a 3-arm event) and then with respect to its 
closest corner (inducing a 2-arm event). 
Fix some xEI that is relevant for the left-right crossing in Q= [0, RF. Let x+ be the 
closest point to x on 8Q and let x++ be the closest point to x among the four corners of 
Q. Set R+:=JJx-x+JJoo and R++:=JJx-x++JJ. We now define 
{ 
B(x,r), 
B r := B(x+,r), 
B(x++,r), 
if r :( r :( i R+ , 
if 8R+:( r:( iR++, 
if 8R++:( r:( iR, 
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where f> 1 is some fixed constant, and let R denote the set of r for which Br is defined; 
that is R·= [f 1. R+] U [8R+ 1. R++] U [8R++ 1. R] Given any rER define 
, . , 8 ' 8 ' 8 • , 
f:= inf(Rn [2r, RD. 
Then we say that r is 8-good if JI»[W',W"Ea'4(X,Bi')];;:08J1»[w',w"Ea'4(X,Br)]. The proof 
that there is a universal constant 8 such that every rER satisfying 2r~supR is 8-good 
proceeds like the proof of (5.19) with a few minor changes. The fact that some of the 
boxes considered are not concentric with each other is of no consequence. The only 
significant modification needed is that in the argument corresponding to Lemma 5.7, if 
Br nfJQ=/=0, then the interfaces considered are in the intersection of the corresponding 
annulus and Q and the definition of 8' needs to be modified. In the adapted proof, 8' is 
defined as the least distance between any two distinct points that are either endpoints on 
fJBi' ofthe interfaces or points in the intersection fJBi'nfJQ. The remaining details are left 
to the reader, as is the similar proof that JI»[w', w" Ea'o(Bj', Q)] ;;:08J1»[w', w" Ea'o(Bn Q)] 
when r=sup(Rn [f, ~r]) ;;:Of. The proof of (5.10) then follows as in the proof of Propo-
sition 5.6. D 
Remark 5.10. In §7 and §8, we will need to apply Proposition 5.1 to a set of boxes 
B that form a grid covering Q. Since we need each B' to be contained in Q, there is 
some care needed in placing the grid of boxes. In fact, for some radii r, this is actually 
impossible. There are several alternative solutions to this problem. The easiest solution 
is to restrict r to the set of radii that admit grids of boxes that cover Q well. This 
happens, for example, when r divides R. However, this solution has the drawback of 
not being easily adaptable to other settings, for example, to the setting in which Q is a 
rectangle or some smooth perturbation of a rectangle. For this reason, we now describe 
a somewhat different solution. Let V be a maximal set of points in Q such that the 
distance between any pair of distinct points in V is at least r and the distance between 
any vEV to the closest point on fJQ is at least r. Consider the intrinsic metric dQ on 
Q, where dQ(x,x') is the infimum length of any curve in Q connecting x and x'. Let 
(Tv:VEV) denote the Voronoi tiling associated with V and with this metric, and let Bv 
denote the union of the lattice tiles meeting Tv. If we assume that Q is "reasonably nice" , 
then the maximal dQ-diameter of any Bv is O(r). (Of course, we assume that r>l.) This 
will be the case, for example, when Q is a rectangle whose smaller side length is larger 
than 2r, or more generally, if Q=RQo for a piecewise smooth quad Qo and R>c(Qo)r. 
Now observe that the disk of radius ir around each vEV is contained in the interior of 
Tv and is bounded away from fJQ. We may define B~ as the union of the lattice tiles 
that meet this disk. The statement and proof of Proposition 5.1 hold with Bv and B~ 
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replacing Band B', though the constants will depend on the upper bound we have for 
diam(Bv)jr. 
5.6. A local result for general quads 
In this subsection, we prove the following local result, which is a key step in estimates 
for noise sensitivity in the case of general quads. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let QC~2 be some quad, and let U be an open set whose closure 
is contained in the interior of Q. For R>O, let Y':=Y'fRQ be the spectral sample of 
fRQ, the ±1 indicator function for the crossing event in RQ. Then, there is a constant 
r=r(U, Q) such that for any box BcRU of radius rE[r, Rdiam(U)] and any set W with 
WnB=0, we have 
where B' is concentric with B and has radius ~r, the random set Z is defined as in 
Proposition 5.1, and a(U, Q) >0 is a constant that depends only on U and Q. 
Proof. Here, the main new issue to deal with is that the quad Q is general; but, in 
contrast to the situation in Proposition 5.2, the box B is bounded away from 8Q, which 
simplifies parts of the proof. 
The second-moment estimate (Proposition 5.3) applies in the present setup. We now 
prove the corresponding first-moment estimate. 
In the following discussion, the constants are allowed to depend on U and Q. We 
start by proving the analogue of (5.20). Let K be a compact set contained in the interior 
of Q and containing the closure of U in its interior. Let M denote the set of all squares 
Sc;;.K that intersect U while the concentric square of twice the radius is not contained 
in the interior of K. Then M is a compact set of squares in the natural topology, 
and the radius of the squares in M is bounded away from zero. Fix some SEM. Let 
B(RS) denote the union of the lattice tiles that meet RS. A simple application of the 
Russo-Seymour-Welsh theorem shows that 
liminflP'[w',w" Edo(B(RS),RQ)] >0. 
R--+= 
Moreover, the same estimate holds in a neighborhood of S; that is, there is a set 
V C M that contains S and is open in the topology of M, and there is a constant 
Ro=Ro(V,U, Q»O such that 
inf inf lP'[w',w" Edo(B(RS'),RQ)] >0. 
R~Ro 8'EV 
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Since M is compact, this cover of M by open subsets V has a finite subcover, and 
therefore there is some constant Rl =R1 (U, Q) such that 
inf inf J1D[w', w" E mb(B(RS), RQ)] > O. 
R?;:Rl SEM 
It is clear that there is some constant b>1 such that for every SEM the concentric square 
whose radius is b times the radius of S is still contained in Q. The above then shows 
that there is a constant 8>0 such that for all R~Rl and all SEM, 
J1D[W', w" E mb(B(RS), RQ)] ~ 6J1D[w', w" E do(B(RSb), RQ)], (5.22) 
where Sb denotes the square concentric with S whose radius is b times the radius of S. 
Let M denote the set of squares that are contained in and concentric with some square 
in M. Once we have (5.22) for all SEM, we can conclude, as in the proof of (5.20) in 
Lemma 5.8, that the same holds with possibly a different constant 8 for every SEM such 
that diam(RS) ~f, for some constant f>O. For this, the powers of 2 that were used in 
the proof of (5.19) and (5.20) (for example, for the definition of the notion of "good") 
need to be replaced by powers of b, but this is of little consequence. We also need here 
a version of Lemma 5.7 for the events do(B(RSb)' RQ), but that can be proved in the 
same way as the original version, using [SSt, Lemmas A.2 and A.3] and (5.22). Finally, 
the restriction that R~Rl may be avoided by taking f sufficiently large. Thus, the 
analogue of (5.20) is established. 
Based on (5.19) and the above analogue of (5.20), we obtain the analogue of (5.10) 
for the current setup, yielding the first-moment estimate. (Note that we do not need to 
adapt the outward bound (5.19) to this local result.) The proof of the current proposition 
from the first and second moment estimates follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. D 
5.7. The radial case 
For the study of the set of exceptional times for dynamical percolation, we will need some 
tightness for the spectral samples of the "radial" indicator function. For this purpose, 
the following analogue of Proposition 5.1 for the radial setting will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let f = fR be the 0-1 indicator function of the existence of a 
white crossing between the two boundary components of the annulus [-R,R]2\[-I, IF, 
and let 9=9f be its spectral sample with law J1D[9=S]=i(S?/llfI1 2. Also let Wt:;::;I. 
Let B be a box of some radius r that does not intersect Wand let B' be the concentric 
box with radius ~r. Suppose that B'C[-R,R]2 and Bn[-4r,4r]2=0. We also assume 
that r~f, where f>O is some universal constant. Then 
J1D[9nB'nZ =f. 019nB =f. 0, 9nW = 0] > a, 
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where Z is as in Proposition 5.1 and a>O is a universal constant. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the above proofs. For this reason, we will be brief and 
leave many details to the reader. Let z be the center of the box B and set rl:= [z[ >4r. 
Assume first that rl < ~ R. We then consider the three annuli 
In order for AB to hold, it is necessary that the I-arm event occurs in the first two annuli 
and that the 4-arm event occurs in the third annulus. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, 
Q[BnYyf0=YnW] :::;;4lE[)'~,w] 
:::;;4lP'[w',w" EJz1i(B(O, l),B(O, ~rl))] 
xlP'[w', w" E ,0'i (B(O, 3rd, B(O, R))] 
x lP'[w', w" E .0'4 (B, B(z, ~rl))]. 
(5.23) 
Now, using the same techniques of quasi-multiplicativity for coupled configurations 
and the separation of arms as we did before (starting with the argument of §5.3), one 
can prove the following first-moment estimate for any x E B': 
Q[x E Y, YnW = 0] ~ Cl,s{'V (1, ~rl),sr (x, ~rl),s{'V (3rl' R) 
~ C2,s{'V (1, ~rl)a4(r),sr (r, ~rl),s{'V (3rl' R) 
~ c3a4(r)lE[)'~,w], 
(5.24) 
where (5.23) is used for the last step. One can easily prove the analogous second-moment 
estimate, and the claim now follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 (it is the same 
second-moment type of argument, except that one has to renormalize the measure Q to 
get the probability measure lP'=lP' fR). 
Suppose now that rl > ~ R. In this case, we need to consider a different system of 
annuli. Let d denote the distance from B to 8B(O, R) and let z' denote a closest point 
to B on 8B(O, R). In the annulus B(O, ~R) \B(O, 1) we consider the I-arm event, in the 
annulus B(z,r+~d)\B we consider the 4-arm event, and in the intersection of B(O,R) 
with B(z', ~R) \B(z', 5r+d) (assuming that this is non-empty), we consider the 3-arm 
event between 8B(z', ~R) and 8B(z', 5r+d). Again, the claim follows. 
In the intermediate case ~ R:::;; rl :::;; ~ R, we need to consider the I-arm event in 
B(O, iR) \B(O, 1) and the 4-arm event in B(z, iR) \B, and the claim likewise follows. D 
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6. A large deviation result 
In order to deduce Theorem 1.1 from the results of §5 and §4, we will need the following 
general result. Let us note that not only the statement bears a vague resemblance to 
[LSS], as explained in §1.6, but also the proof method of averaging using an independent 
random sample I~[n] does. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let nEN+, let x and Y be random variables in {O, 1}n and set 
X:= 2:7=1 Xj and Y:= 2:7=1 Yj· Suppose that a.s. Yi ~Xi for each iE [n] and that there 
is a constant aE (0,1] such that for each j E [n] and every Ie [n] \ {j} we have 
Then 
(6.2) 
For completeness, we will also show below that 
(6.3) 
holds for every t~O and 8>0. However, we do not have an application for this inequality. 
Proof. We may write our assumption (6.1) as follows: 
!P[Yj = 1, Yi = 0 for all i E I] ~ a!P[xj = 1, Yi = 0 for all i E I]1{j¢I}, (6.4) 
which is now true even when j EI: it simply says O~aO. This gives us many inequal-
ities, which we will average out in a useful manner. Fix >'E(O, 1). Now multiply (6.4) 
by >.n-III(1_>.)III; we now think of I as a random subset of [n], where each iE[n] is in 
I independently with probability 1->.. We will use !pI for this independent extra ran-
domness. Summing (6.4) over all choices of j E [n] and Ie [n], one gets, for the left-hand 
side, 
L >.n-III(1_>.)III!p[Yj = 1, Yi = 0 for all i E I] =lE[y!pI[Yi =0 for all i E III =lE[Y>.Y]. 
j,I 
The right-hand side of (6.4) after summing over all choices of j E [n] and Ie [n] gives 
L >.n-III(1->.)III1{j¢I}!P[xj = 1, Yi =0 for all i E I] 
j,I 
= lE [j:~l !pI[j tf- I, Yi = 0 for all i E I]]. 
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Here, the random set I not only has to avoid the points i with Yi=1, but also the 
point j; hence, depending on whether Yj = 1 or not, I has to avoid Y or Y + 1 points. 
Therefore, lE[X,\Y +1] is a lower bound for the last displayed quantity. Summarizing these 
computations, one ends up with 
This may be rewritten as lE[Z]~O, where Z:=(Y -a'\X),\Y. At this point, we choose 
'\:=e- 1 . In order to bound Z from above by a function of X only, we maximize Z over 
Y, and get the bound Z~exp(-1-aXje). On X=O, we also have Y=O and Z=O, while 
on Y=O<X, we have Z~-aje. Therefore, lE[Z]~O gives 
~lP'[Y =0 < X] ~ lE [1x>o exp ( -1- a:) ]. 
Dividing by (aje)lP'[X>O], we obtain (6.2). D 
We now prove (6.3). Set r:=(eja)(t+s), Z+:=max{Z,O} and Z_:=Z-Z+. Note 
that on the event {X~r, Y~t} we have Z~-se-t. Hence, 
lE[Z_] ~ -se-tlP'[X ~ r, Y ~ t] ~ -se-t(lP'[Y ~ t]-lP'[X < r]). 
On the other hand, lE[Z+]~lE[exp(-1-aXje)]. Since O~lE[Z]=lE[Z+]+lE[Z_], (6.3) fol-
lows. 
7. The lower tail of the spectrum 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 and a few related results. 
7.1. Local version 
We start with a version which avoids the issues involving the boundary, as we did in 
§4.2 and §5.6. The bound we give here is sharp up to a constant factor, but we will not 
need the lower bound, so will prove sharpness only in the square case (with boundary), 
in §7.2. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider some quad Q and let Y'=Y'fRQ be the spectral sample of 
fRQ, the ±1-indicator function for the crossing event in RQ. Let U c Q be open, and 
let U'cU'cU. Then, for some constants r=r(U', u, Q»O and q(U', U, Q»O, for any 
rE [r, R diam(U)], 
[ I I 2 () '] (' ) R 2CY-4(R)2 lP'0< Y'fRQnRU ~r CY-4 r ,Y'fRQnRUcRU ~q U ,U,Q 2 ()2 
r CY-4 r 
(7.1) 
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Proof. Let the distance between U' and the complement of U be 8>0. Then, with 
no loss of generality, we may assume that r:::;; 8 110 R. (Otherwise, r / R remains bounded 
away from 0, so, by choosing q(U', U, Q) large enough compared to 8, the upper bound 
in (7.1) becomes larger than 1, and we are done.) Consider the tiling of the plane by 
r x r squares given by the grid r71}, recall from the end of §2.1 that each square gives a 
box that together form a tiling of the plane, and let {Bl , B 2 , ... , Bn} be the set of those 
boxes that intersect RU'. Let U" cU be such that RU"=:lU7=1 B j but the distance of U" 
to the complement of U is at least ~8; one can choose a U" that works for all r:::;; l08R 
at the same time. Let Z be a subset of'InRU", where each bit iERU"n'I is in Z 
with probability 1/r2CY4(r), independently from each other and from.9'. Let Yj be the 
indicator function of the event 
and let Xj be the indicator function of the event .9'nBrl=0. As in Propositions 5.1 
and 5.11, let IP' denote the law of .9' coupled with the independent point process Z. 
Let Jiii denote the law IP' (on (.9',Z)) conditioned on the event .9'n(RU\RU")=0, and 
let E denote the corresponding expectation operator. For every I ~ {I, ... , n} and every 
jE{l, ... ,n}\I, by applying Proposition 5.11 to U" (in place of U there) and Q, we get 
for some constant a=a(U", Q»O. (Technically, in order to apply Proposition 5.11 here, 
one has to first condition on the values of Z on the boxes in I. Furthermore, in order 
to obtain IP' instead of IP', before applying Proposition 5.11, one needs to add the set 
RU\RU" to the set W.) Therefore, the large deviation result Proposition 6.1 gives 
(using that RU' ~ Ui B i ) that 
Jiii[.9'nZ = 0 # .9'nRU'] :::;; a-I E[e-aXje1x>0], 
where X:=I{j:.9'nBj'~0}1. This yields 
00 
1P'[.9'nz = 0 # .9'nRU c RU'] :::;; a-I L e-akjelP'[X = k, .9'nRU c RU"]. 
k=l 
We estimate the terms IP'[X =k, .9'nRU CRU"] using Proposition 4.2, and get the bound 
00 
1P'[.9'nz = 0 # .9'nRU c RU'] :::;; 0(1) L e-akjeg(khr(R) = O(lhr(R), (7.2) 
k=l 
where 9 is as defined in the proposition and the constants implied by the 0(1) terms 
may depend on U', U and Q. 
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Now, by the choice of Z, for l.9'nRU'I~r2c¥4(r) we have 
( 1 )l.9"nRU11 lP'[.9'nZnRU' = 01.9'] = 1- r2c¥4(r) ;;:: c 
for some absolute constant c>O, and hence 
cIP'[I.9'nRU'1 ~ r2c¥4(r), 0 i- .9'nRU c RU'] ~ lP'[.9'nZ = 0 i- .9'nRU c RU'] 
~ O(lhr(R), 
by (7.2). This proves (7.1). 
7.2. Square version 




which will be needed for the (easier) lower bound. Note that this also implies (1.6) for 
the triangular lattice, by quasi-multiplicativity and [SW]. 
First, the lower bound on lEl.9'fR I follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. For the 
upper bound, we will need to consider the half-plane 3-arm events and the quarter-plane 
2-arm events that were discussed in §4.3. Let Q=[0,R]2, f=fQ and .9'=.9'f. Let xE'I 
be an input bit of f. If x is at distance ro from the closest edge of [0, RF, and at distance 
rl from the closest corner, then by (3.6) and quasi-multiplicativity, we have 
Now observe that c¥t(ro,rd~0(1)c¥4(ro,rl) follows from (4.12), and (2.6). Thus, 
Moreover, c¥~+(rl,R)~O(rdR), by (4.13) and (4.12). (For the triangular lattice, we 
have c¥~+(rl' R)~c¥4(rl' R) from (4.14) and (2.5), and hence we get lP'[xE.9'] ~0(1)c¥4(R), 
which proves (7.3) immediately.) 
Since the number of xE'I with rl E [2 j , 2j+l) is 0(22j ), we get 
liOg2 Rl 2j 
lEl.9'1 = L lP'[x E.9'] ~ L 0(22j)C¥4(2j) R 
xEI J=O 
c¥4(R) liOg2 Rl 0(23j ) (2.6) c¥4(R) liOg2 Rl 0(23j ) 2 
= ~ f; c¥4(2j , R) ~ ~ f; (2j / R)2 = O(R )c¥4(R). 
Thus, we get (7.3). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of 
(7.4) 
for l~r~R, is very similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1, with some small modifications, 
which we now discuss. Note that the set of xEI that are relevant for f are all within 
distance at most 2 from [0, RF. Note that we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that r~T for some absolute constant T, and that (R+4)/rEN+. Let {Bl' B2, ... , Bn} be 
the set of boxes corresponding to the tiling of [-2,R+2]2 by rxr squares. In the proof 
of Theorem 7.1 we are now allowed to take RU=RU'=RU"=[-2,R+2F, by replac-
ing the appeals to Propositions 5.11 and 4.2 with appeals to Propositions 5.1 and 4.1, 
respectively. (In particular, we do not need to introduce the measure jpi now.) This 
gives (7.4). 
We now show that the inequality in (7.4) is actually an equality up to constants. 
Let N be the set of indices i such that the r-box Bi is at least at distance loR from the 
boundary 8[0, RF. Consider the events 
for i EN. We claim that we may take the constant C large enough so that lP'[Vi 1 Wi] ~ ~. 
This will follow from Markov's inequality, once we know that 
(7.5) 
To prove (7.5), first observe that for each iEN, 
Then, we need a good upper bound on lP'[xEY, Y~Bi]' We know that this equals 
lE[A; Be], see, e.g., §5.3. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.2, or following §5.3, one can 
, , 
easily show that this is at most 0'.4(x,Bi )O'.o(Bi , [0,RF)2. Summing up over all xEBi , 
and using the above estimate on lP'[Wi ] and a computation similar to (7.3), we get (7.5). 
So, we have lP'[ViCIWi]~~' Note that the events Vicnwi for different i's are disjoint, 
hence 
lP'[0 < IYI ~ Cr20'.4(r)] ~ L lP'[ViCnWi] ~ C(~)2 0'.4(r, R)2 
iEN 
for some c>O, and the lower bound is proved. D 
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Remark 7.2. For the triangular lattice, the following variant of (1.7) may also be 
established: 
lim sup P[O < l.9'fR 1 :::;; )'lEl.9'fR I] ::=::: ),2/3, 
R--+= (7.6) 
holds for every ),E(O, 1], where the implied constants do not depend on),. In view of 
Theorem 1.1, this follows from the fact that 
which holds since the limit of critical percolation is described by SLE6 (this is explained 
in [SW]) , and the probabilities for the corresponding events for SLE are determined up 
to constant factors [LSWl] and have no lower order corrections to the power law. 
7.3. Radial version 
We also have the following radial version, where .9' is the spectral sample of the 0-1 
indicator function f of the crossing event from 0[-1, 1 j2 to 0[-R, Rj2, so that lE[f2]::=::: 
al(R). Recall that we have the measures P[.9'=S] =Ql[.9'=S] llE[f2]=i(S)2/lE[P]. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let.9' be as above, and let rE[I,R]. Then 
Proof. Again, the bits relevant for f are contained in [-R',R']2, where R'=R+2. 
We may assume that r is such that R'lrEN+ and rE [r, iR] for some fixed constant r>O, 
which guarantees that k:=a4(r)r2>1. Take a subdivision of [-R',R']2 into boxes Bj of 
side length r, and let K denote the union of the boxes that intersect [-4r,4r]2. We now 
let Z be the random set in In[-R',R'j2\K where each bit is in Z with probability 11k, 
and Z is independent of.9'. We also let X:=I{j:.9'nBj #0, Bj)tK}I=I(.9'\K)rl. Note 
that l.9'r 1- X is bounded from above by the number of boxes in K, which is bounded by 
a constant. 
Exactly as before, Propositions 5.12 and 6.1 give that 
with some absolute constant a>O. We can use Proposition 4.7 to bound each P[X =n], 
nEN+, and the argument that finished the proof of Theorem 7.1 above now gives 
P[O < 1.9'\KI < k] :::;; O(I)p[.9'nZ = ° # .9'\K] :::;; O(I)al(r, R). 
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(The situation is more similar to §7.2 than to §7.1 in that the boundary issues are already 
dealt with in Propositions 5.12 and 4.7, hence we do not need U" and the measure TID.) 
Finally, observe that 
P[191 < k] ~ P[9 c K]+P[O < 19\KI < k] 
~ P[9* is compatible with [-R', R']2\K]+0(1)a1 (r, R) 
~ 0(1)a1(r, R)+0(1)a1(r, R), 
by Lemma 4.8, and the theorem is proved. 
7.4. Tightness of the quad spectral sample 
D 
This section will be devoted to the following analog of (1.3) in the setting of more general 
quads, showing that the appropriately normalized spectral sample is tight. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let QCffi2 be a quad and for R>O let 9!RQ denote the spectral 
sample of fRQ, the ±l-indicator function of the crossing event of RQ. Then 
We do not presently prove that lEI9fRQ I ::=::R2a4(R) as R-+oo, though we tend to 
believe that this holds. 
The main technical difficulty in the case of a general quad Q compared to a square 
is the boundary: our explicit computations in §4.3 do not apply to a general quad (even 
if it has piecewise smooth boundary). Thus, the proof will begin by showing that even 
in a general quad the spectral sample is unlikely to be very close to 8Q. 
Proof. For every fixed 6>0 we can find a quad Q' that is contained in the interior 
of Q and such that 
lim sup P[IRQ i= IRQ'] < 6. (7.7) 
R--+oo 
This is easy to see, and also worked out in detail in [SS]. Let U', U c Q be open sets 
satisfying Q' C u' c [J' cU. 
Now, (7.7) and (2.7) imply that for all large enough R, the laws of the spectral 
samples 9 fRQ and 9 fRQ , have a total variation distance at most 4V8, and 
(7.8) 
Theorem 7.1 can now be invoked to get 
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In conjunction with (7.8), this gives 
lim sup lim suplP'[O < lS"fRQ 1< t-1 R2a4(R)] ~ 405, 
t--+oo R--+oo 
and since (j was an arbitrary positive number, 
(7.9) 
In the other direction, it is easy to see that IEIS"fRQ nRU'I=O(R2)a4(R), as R---+oo. 
Therefore, Markov's inequality and (7.8) imply that for all sufficiently large R, 
where the implied constant may depend on (j but not on R. Thus, 
(7.10) 
Since for every Ro E (1,00) we obviously have 
the theorem follows immediately from (7.9) and (7.10). D 
8. Applications to noise sensitivity 
We are ready to prove Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, together with some generalizations. 
8.1. Noise sensitivity in a square and a quad 
We will now prove Corollary 1.2 and its generalization Corollary 8.1 to quad crossings. 
The proof of the latter will be quite simple using Theorem 7.4, and, actually, the same 
argument could be used to prove Corollary 1.2 from (1.3). Nevertheless, we are giving 
a longer proof of Corollary 1.2 that has the advantage of being more quantitative. In 
particular, it implies (8.7) below, and a variation on it will also be used in §9 to prove 
our quantitative dynamical sensitivity results. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let IR denote the set of bits on which fR depends, and write 
S=SR. Recall from (1.2) that if y is an s-noisy version of XE{ -1, +l}IR, then 
IIRI 
\]i R :=IE[fR(y)fR(X)]-IE[fR(X)]2 = L(1-s)klP'[lS"fR 1= k]. (8.1) 
k=l 
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Breaking the sum over k in (8.1) into parts (j-1)/c<k~j/c, with j=1,2, ... , we 
get 
111 R ~ f'=(1-c)(j-1)/ClP' [j :1 < 19fR 1 ~ ~] ~ f e1- j lP' [0 < 19fR 1 ~ ~l (8.2) 
J=l J=l 
Recall that r2a4(r)---+00 as r---+oo, by (2.6). For s):l, let Q(s) be the least rEN+ such 
that r2a4(r)):s, and let "((r):=r2a4(r)2. Since a4(r+1)~a4(r), we have 
and thus 
S ~ Q(s)2a4(Q(s)) ~ O(s) for s): 1. (8.3) 
By (2.6), there exist C1,C2>0 such that sct/0(1)~Q(s)~0(1)sc2. Substituting this 
and (2.3) into (8.3) gives 
1 (s' )C3 Q( s') (s' )C4 
0(1) -; ~ Q(s) ~ 0(1) -; for s' ): s ): 1, 
with some C3, C4>0. This and (2.3) imply that 
"((Q(s')) (S)O(l) 
0(1) "((Q(s))): s' for s' ): s ): 1. 
Now set Qj:=Q(j/c). Then, for jEN+, 
lP' [0 < 19fR 1 ~ ~] ~ lP'[0 < 19fR 1 ~ Q;a4(Qj)] 
Therefore (8.2) gives 
~ 0(1) "((R) by (7.4) 
"((Qj) 
~ O(l)jO(l) "(((R)) by (8.5). 
"( Q1 
"((R) 
1l1R ~ 0(1)-(-). 
"( Q1 
If limR--+oo lEI9fR ICR=oo, then by (7.3) and the usual properties of a4 we have 
R 
-- ---+00 Q(l/c) 




Now assume that cRlE1 9 fR 1---+0. Applying (1.2) and Jensen's inequality, we get 
lE[fR(X)fR(Y)] =lE[(l-c)J3"fRIJ ): (l-c)EJ3"fRI---+ 1, 
as R---+oo. Since fR(x)fR(y)~l=fR(x)2, (1.9) follows. D 
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Suppose that we are in the setting of the triangular grid, and c=tjIEIYfRl, where 
t> 1. Then with the above notation, we have by (7.6) and (8.2) that 
lim sup \If R ~ 0(1 )C2 / 3 . 
R--+= 
Using the fact that we also have lower bounds in Theorem 1.1, it is easy to see that 
lim sup \If R:=:: C 2/ 3 :=:: lim inf \If R. 
R--+= R--+= 
(8.7) 
In a forthcoming paper we plan to use this to show that in the appropriate scaling limit 
of critical dynamical percolation (where both space and time are rescaled), the crossing 
events in the unit square at time 0 and at time t have correlations that decay like t-2/ 3 
as t--+oo. 
We also have the following generalization for the ±l-indicator function of the left-
right crossing in scaled versions of an arbitrary fixed quad Q. 
COROLLARY 8.1. Assume that cRE(O, 1) is such that cRR2a4(R)--+oo as R--+oo, 
and that y is an cwnoisy version of x. Then 
IE [fRQ (y )fRQ(X )]- IE [fRQ (x) ]IE[JRQ (y)]--+ O. 
Proof. First assume that cRR2a4(R)--+oo. Given 6>0, by Theorem 7.4 we have 
sup P[O < IYfRQ 1< t- I R2a4(R)] < 6 
R>I 
if t~tl(6) is large enough. Now let R be large enough so that cRR2a4(R»t2. Then, 
by (8.1), 
which is at most 26 if t~t2(6). We can choose R large enough with respect to this new 
t, and hence \If R--+O is proved. 
Now assume that cRR2a4(R)--+O. Given 6>0, by Theorem 7.4 we have 
sup P[IYfRQ I> tR2a4(R)] < 6 
R>I 
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if t;?:tl(8) is large enough. Now let R be so large that ERR2CX4(R) <C2. Then, by (1.2), 
for Y=YfRQ , 
This is arbitrarily close to lE[JRQ(X)2]=1 for t large; hence we are done. D 
8.2. Resampling a fixed set of bits 
We now prove a general version of Theorem 1.3. If yEO={ -1, l}T is a noisy version of 
x, then Yj=Xj, except on a small random set of JEI. We may consider a variation of 
this situation, where we have some fixed deterministic set Ur;;.I, and we take Yj=Xj for 
JEU and take the restriction of Y to UC:=I\U to be independent of x (and Y is uniform 
in 0). Although this setup was mentioned in [BKS], the techniques developed there 
and in [SSt] fell short of being able to handle this variation. Now, we can analyse this 
variation without difficulty, and prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let QC]R2 be some quad and for R>l let fR=fRQ be the ±1-
indicator function of the crossing event in RQ (either in 71} or in the triangular lattice). 
For every R>l, let URr;;.I be some set of bits, and let rR be the maximal radius of any 
disk contained in RQ that is disjoint from U'R,:=I\UR. If 
(8.8) 
then the family (UR)R>l is asymptotically clueless in the sense that 
On the other hand, if 
(8.9) 
then (UR)R>l is asymptotically decisive in the sense that 
which means that there is asymptotically no loss of information about the crossing fRo 
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Notice that even though the convergence of lE[fRQ] is not known in 7i} for general 
quads or even rectangles other than squares, our definitions of being asymptotically 
clueless or decisive still make perfect sense. 
Note that O(I)IURI)(R/rR? and there are examples where IURI:::::(R/rR? Thus, 
in some sense the conditions (8.8) and (8.9) are nearly complementary. However, the 
following two examples are not covered. Suppose that Q is the unit square, and for each 
R we take UR to be the set of bits contained in the left half of the square RQ. It is 
left to the reader to verify that in this case UR is neither asymptotically decisive, nor 
asymptotically clueless. 
In the second example, we take Q to be the unit square again, and let UR be the set 
of bits outside of the disk of radius (}R centered at the center of the square RQ. Then 
UR is asymptotically decisive as long as (}R/ R-+O, but this does not follow from the 
proposition (unless (}R is small enough). However, Remark 8.5 below does give a general 
statement which covers this example. 
Remark 8.3. When (UR)R>l is asymptotically clueless, it is immediate to see that 
if XR and YR are two coupled percolation configurations which coincide on UR, but are 
independent elsewhere, then 
On the other hand, if (UR)R>l is asymptotically decisive, then 
Proof of Proposition 8.2. By (2.9) and orthogonality of martingale differences, we 
have 
Thus, (UR)R>l is asymptotically clueless if and only if the spectral sample of fR satisfies 
JPl[0#Y'fR ~UR]-+O. Similarly, 
Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition for (UR)R>l to be asymptotically decisive is 
that JPl[Y'fR ~URl-+ 1. 
We now consider the simpler case in which Q=[O, 1]2, and assume (8.8). Since the 
proof is rather similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will be brief here, and only 
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indicate some of the essential points and the arguments where a more substantial modifi-
cation is necessary. As in §7.2, subdivide [-2, R+2]2 into boxes B l , B 2, ... , Bm2 of radius 
(R+4)/2m, where m=mREN tends to infinity as R-+oo, but very slowly. As above let 
Bj denote the box concentric with B j whose radius is a third of the radius of B j . Let 
HR~U'R be a maximal subset ofU'R with the property that the distance between any two 
distinct elements in HR is at least rR. Then for some constant C every disk of radius 
CrR in RQ contains a point of H R, but a disk of radius smaller than !rR contains at 
most one point of HR. Let Xj be the indicator function of the event Sl'fR nBj'/=0 and let 
Yj be the indicator function of the event 
Our goal is to prove that for each I~{l, ... , m 2 } and every jE{l, ... , m 2 } \I, 
(8.10) 
holds with some absolute constant a>O. We mimic the proof of Proposition 5.1. Fix 
such j and I, and set n:=[BjnHR [, W:=HRnUiEIB: and Y:=[SI'iRnBjnHR[. Using 
Proposition 5.2, we get 
and Proposition 5.3 can be used to obtain 
provided that liminfR-+oo Q;4(R/m)n>0 and hence the diagonal term is dominated by 
a constant times the off-diagonal term. (Intuitively, we need that the "density" of the 
set HR inside the box B j of radius R/m is good enough to see pivotals once the box 
has any of them.) Since n::=::.R2(mrR)-2, this follows from (8.8), provided that mR tends 
to 00 sufficiently slowly. Then, (8.10) follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz second-moment 
bound. 
Using Propositions 4.1 and 6.1, and following the proof ofthe tightness Theorem 1.1, 
we have for R large enough that 
By the above, it follows that (UR)R>l is asymptotically clueless. 
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For the case of a general quad, we can do the same trick as in §7.4 and in the proof 
of Corollary 8.1. For any 8>0, there is a quad Q' contained in the interior of Q such 
that for R large enough 
(8.11) 
We may assume that Q' is smooth, though this is not really needed, since we are going 
to use Proposition 5.11, with Q' in place of Q. SO, the above arguments (for the square) 
can easily be adapted to show that 
lim sup JPl[0 i=- ::7fR s-;:; URnRQ'] = 0, 
R--+oo 
because the distance from RQ' to the complement of RQ is bounded from below by a 
positive constant times R. In combination with (8.11), this gives 
limsupJPl[0i=-::7fR S-;:;UR] ~8. 
R--+oo 
Since the left-hand side does not depend on 8, we may let 8 tend to ° and deduce the 
first claim of the proposition. 
For the other direction, we do a first-moment argument. Let Q' and 8 satisfy (8.11), 
as before. Let eo>O denote the distance from 8Q' to 8Q. Then for xEInRQ', we have 
JPl[XE::7!R] ~O(1)OO4(eoR). Thus, 
If we assume (8.9), then this tends to zero as R-+oo. Thus, 
lim JPl[::7fR nUc nRQ' i=- 0] = 0, 
R--+oo 
and (8.11) gives 
lim sup JPl[::7fR nUc i=- 0] ~ 8. 
R--+oo 
Once again, since 8>0 is arbitrary, this completes the proof. D 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The theorem follows immediately from Proposition 8.2 and 
Remark 8.3. D 
Remark 8.4. Recall that we used the random set Z in §5 and §7, with 
1 
JPl[x E Z] = () 2' 
004 r r 
just as a tool to measure the size of::7. However, in the spirit of our above proof, in 
place of U~, we can think of Z as the actual set of bits being resampled. 
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Remark 8.5. It may be concluded from a slight variation on the proof of Proposi-
tion 8.2 that in the setting of the triangular grid if the Hausdorff limit 
UC F : = lim --..!l 
R-+oo R 
exists and has Hausdorff dimension strictly less than ~, then UR is asymptotically de-
cisive. Indeed, assuming that s:=dim(F) <~, for every E>O one may find a countable 
collection of points Zj and radii ej, such that Lj erE: < E and the union ofthe disks with 
these centers and radii contains a neighborhood of F. The probability that Y fR comes 
within distance O(l)ejR of RZj is bounded from above by O(1)e]/4-E:, if Zj is not too 
close to the boundary of Q and R is sufficiently large. A sum bound and the above 
argument for dealing with a neighborhood of the boundary of Q complete the proof. 
Remark 8.6. We obtain here a somewhat sharp result for "sensitivity to selective 
noise", though it would be even more satisfying to have a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a family (UR)R>l to be asymptotically clueless. We believe that (UR)R>l is 
asymptotically clueless if and only iflP'[0#~R~UR]--+O, where ~R is the set of pi vota Is. 
Similarly, (UR)R>l should be asymptotically decisive if and only if IP'[~R~UR]-+l. In 
other words, even though ~R and Y R are asymptotically quite different (compare, e.g., 
Remark 4.6 with Proposition 4.1), they should have the same polar sets. 
Remark 8.7. Tsirelson [T] distinguishes two types of noise sensitivities: micro and 
block sensitivities, where the latter is stronger than the micro sensitivity we have been 
considering so far. He gives the following illustrative examples. Consider the two func-
tions on {-I, 1 }n: 
and 
Both correspond to renormalized random walks which converge to Brownian motion, 
but the first is stable while the second is noise-sensitive. Block sensitivity is defined as 
follows: instead of resampling the bits one by one, each with probability E, we resample 
simultaneously blocks of bits. For 8>0, divide the n bits into about 8-1 blocks of about 
8n bits: B i :=Nn[i8n, (i+1)8n). Each block is now resampled (i.e., all bits within the 
block) with probability E. A sequence of functions is block sensitive if for any fixed E>O, 
the lim sup as n goes to infinity of the correlation in this block procedure is bounded by 
a function of 8 which goes to 0 when 8 goes to O. It is easy to see that the sequence 
of functions 12 (n=l, 2, ... ) is not block-sensitive. This is related to the fact that the 
sensitivity of 12 is "localized", in the sense that its spectral sample Y h , when rescaled 
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by 1jn, converges in law to a finite (random) set of points. As we will see in §10, this 
is not at all the case with the spectral sample of percolation. It is easy to check that 
percolation crossing events are indeed block sensitive. 
9. Applications to dynamical percolation 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. 
As in §7.3, we consider the 0-1 indicator function f=fR of the percolation crossing 
event from 0([-1,1]2) to o([-R,RF). Then lE[f]=lE[P]:;::O:l(R). We let Wt be the 
dynamical percolation configuration at time t, started at the stationary distribution at 
t=O. Recall that we have 
00 
lE[f(wo)f(Wt)] = L e-kt L }(8)2, t > 0. (9.1) 
k=O 181=k 
As in §8.1, for s~l define e(s) as the least rEN+ such that r2O:4(r)~s, and break the 
sum over k in (9.1) into parts according to the JEN satisfying jjt~k<(j+1)jt. Then, 
the same way we got (8.6), just now using Theorem 7.3 and the estimate 
which follows from (8.4) and (2.3), we get 
(9.2) 
Let I: denote the set of exceptional times t E [0, 00) for the event that the ori-
gin is in an infinite open cluster. To give a lower bound on the Hausdorff dimension 
of 1:, a well-known technique is Frostman's criterion, see e.g. [MP, Theorem 4.27] or 
[M, Theorem 8.9]. Combined with a compactness argument, it gives the following; see 
[SSt, Theorem 6.1]. For any ,),>0, let 
(9.3) 
If SUPRM')'(R)<oo, then I:n[O, 1] is non-empty with positive probability, and on this 
event a.s. its dimension is at least ')'. It is easy to see that there is a constant d such that 
dimH(I:)=d a.s. Therefore, sUPRM')'(R)<oo also implies that dimH(I:)~')' a.s. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. To start with, we have Q(s)=s4/3+o (1), by (2.5). Secondly, 
by [LSW2]. Thus, translation invariance and (9.2) give 
lE[f(ws)f(Wt)] ~ O(1)lt_sl-(4/3)(5/48)+o(1) 
lE[f(w)]2 '" , 
as It-sl-+O. Therefore, as long as 'Y<1-~:8' we have sUPRM')'(R)<oo. The above 
discussion therefore gives dimH(6"):) ~~ a.s. The matching upper bound is given by 
Theorem 1.9 of [SSt]. This implies statement (1) of the theorem. 
The proof of statement (2) is similar. For the 0-1 indicator function r of the 
crossing event between radius 1 and R in a half-plane one gets the following analogue of 
Theorem 7.3: if kEN+ satisfies k~a4(r)r2, then 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.3, and is left to the reader. The bound 
corresponding to (9.2) is then 
(9.4) 
By [SW, Theorem 3], we have at(r)=r-.;t+o(l), with a=~. The proof of the lower 
bound of 1-~a on the Hausdorff dimension then proceeds as above. For the upper 
bound, we refer to [SSt, Theorem 1.13]. This proves part (2). 
For the proof of the third part, we now let f be the indicator function of the event 
that there is a white crossing in the upper half-plane (here, the set of hexagons whose 
center has non-negative imaginary part) and a black crossing in the lower half-plane (the 
set of hexagons whose center has negative imaginary part), both crossings from some 
fixed radius ro =2 to radius R. The two half-planes are chosen here in such a way that 
the percolation configurations in the two halves are independent, and ro=2 is chosen 
so that the event has positive probability for all R>ro. Then, by independence, we get 
from (9.4) that 
Thus, in this case we get the lower bound of ~ for the corresponding Hausdorff dimension, 
which completes the proof. D 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let f=fR be the indicator function for the existence of an 
open crossing from 0 to 8([-R, Rj2). We will apply the relation between aI, a4 and a5 
that comes from the k=2 case of Proposition A.1 in our appendix. Since a5(r)::=::r-2 (see 
[KSZ, Lemma 5] or [SSt, Corollary A.8]), the estimate (A.1) says that there are some 
constants CI, 10 > 0 such that 
(9.5) 




where the last inequality follows from the definition of (!. Therefore, if we take "fE (0, ~E:), 
then sUPR M-y(R) <00, and the set of exceptional times for having an infinite cluster 
almost surely has a positive Hausdorff dimension. D 
Finally, note that if there were exceptional times with two distinct infinite white 
clusters with positive probability, then there would also be times with the 4-arm event 
from the origin to infinity. It was shown in [SSt] that this does not happen on the 
triangular lattice, and that there are no exceptional times on 71} with three infinite 
white clusters. However, one can also easily prove the stronger result for 'Z}. Recall 
that (2.6) implies that a4(r)2r2<O(1)r-C: for some 10>0. This implies that the expected 
number of pivotals for the 4-arm event between radius 4 and R tends to zero as R---too. 
(One should also take into account the sites near the outer boundary and near the inner 
boundary. Indeed, the total expected number of pivotals is O(1)R2a4(R)2.) Hence [SSt, 
Theorem 8.1] says that there are a.s. no exceptional times for the 4-arm event even on Z2. 
10. Scaling limit of the spectral sample 
Given T/ > 0 let f.Lry denote the law of Bernoulli ( ~) site percolation on the triangular grid 
Try of mesh T/. Let w denote a sample from f.Lw Given a quad QcC, we can consider the 
event that Q is crossed by w. To make this precise in the case where Q is not adapted 
to the grid, we may consider the white and black coloring of the hexagonal grid dual to 
Try, as in §2.1. We let fQ denote the ±l-indicator function of the crossing event. Let fl~ 
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denote the law of the spectral sample of fQ, that is, if X is a collection of subsets of the 
vertices of Try, then 
p!;(X) = L JQ(8)2. 
SEX 
Let do denote the spherical metric on C=CU{oo} (with diameter 1f). If 81,82~C 
are closed and non-empty, let dH (81 , 82 ) be the Hausdorff distance between 81 and 
82 with respect to the underlying metric do. If 8=/=0, define dH (0, 8)=dH (8, o) :=1f, 
and set dH (0, O)=0. Then dH is a metric on the set 6 of closed subsets of C. Since 
(6\{0},dH ) is compact, the same holds for (6,dH ). We may consider the probability 
measure jl~ as a Borel measure on (6, d H)' 
THEOREM 10.1. Let Q be a piecewise smooth quad in C. Then the weak limit 
( with respect to the metric dH ) exists. Moreover, it is conformally invariant, in the sense 
that if ¢ is conformal in a neighborhood of Q and Q':=¢(Q), then jlQ=jlQ' o¢. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the existence of the limit follows from Tsirelson's 
theory (see [T, Theorem 3c5]) and [SS]. Nevertheless, we believe that our exposition 
below might be helpful. 
Remark 10.2. The proof of the existence of the limit also works for subsequential 
scaling limits of critical bond percolation on ;:Z:;2: if rJj \.0 is a sequence along which bond 
percolation on rJj7!} has a limit (in the sense of [SS], say), then the corresponding spectral 
sample measures also have a limit. (The existence of such sequences {rJj} ~1 follows from 
compactness. ) 
In the proof of Theorem 10.1, we will use the following result. 
PROPOSITION 10.3. ([SS]) Let Q be a piecewise smooth quad in C. Suppose that 
aCC is a finite union of finite length paths, and that an8Q is finite. Then for every 
10>0 there is a finite collection of piecewise smooth quads Q1, Q2, ... , QncC\a and a 
function g:{-l,l}n--+{-l,l} such that 
Another result from [SS] we will need is that for any finite sequence Q1, Q2, ... , Qn 
of piecewise smooth quads in C, the law of the vector U Ql (w), f Q2 (w), ... , f Qn (w)) under 
f-lry has a limit as rJ \.0, and that this limiting joint law is conformally invariant. 
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Proof of Theorem 10.1. Let U cC be an open set such that au is a disjoint finite 
union of smooth simple closed paths and aunaQ is finite. In order to establish the 
existence of the limit fl Q, it is clearly enough to show that for every such U the limit 
W(Q, U):= lim fl;(.9' ~ U) 
rJ'"O 
exists, and for the conformal invariance statement, it suffices to show that 
W(Q', cfJ(U)) = W(Q, U). 
Fix some E>O arbitrarily small. In Proposition 10.3, take a:=au and let Ql, ... , Qn 
and 9 be as guaranteed there. Let J:={jE{I,2, ... ,n}:QjCU} and J':={I, ... ,n}\J. 
Then QjnU =0 when j EJ'. Set X:=(fQ, (w), ... , JQn (w)) E{ -1,1 }n, and let XJ and Xp 
denote the restrictions of x to J and J', respectively. Then for all 'T] sufficiently small x p 
is independent of Wu and x J is determined by Wu. 
Let G=G(w):=g(x), let vrJ be the law of x under J-lrJ' and let v:=limrJ'"o vrJ. By (2.9), 
we have, for all 'T] sufficiently small, 
'""'~ 2 WrJ(G, U):= ~ G(S)2 =lE[lE[G(w) I wu] ]. 
scu 
We may write g(x) as a sum 
g(x) = L IXJ=ygy(xp) 
yE{ -l,l}J 
with some functions gy: {-I, IV' --+{ -1, I}. Then 
WrJ(G,U) = LVrJ(XJ=y)vrJ[gy]2--+ LV(XJ=y)v[gy]2 as'T]\.O. 
y y 
(Here, v[gy] denotes the expectation of gy with respect to v, and similarly for vrJ.) Hence, 
W( G, U) :=limrJ'"o WrJ( G, U) exists. 
By (2.7), we have 
For 'T] sufficiently small, the right-hand side is smaller than 4yiE, by our choice of g. Since 
W(G, U)=limrJ'"o WrJ(G, U), we conclude that 
Ifl;(.9' ~ U)- W(G, U)I < 5yIE 
for all 'T] sufficiently small. (But we cannot say that limrJ ',,0 fl; (.9' ~ U) = W ( G, U), since 
G depends on E.) This implies that 
lim sup fl; (.9' ~ U) -lim inf fl; (.9' ~ U) ~ IOylE. 
rJ'"O rJ'"o 
Since E is an arbitrary positive number, this establishes the existence ofthe limit W( Q, U). 
The proof of conformal invariance is similar, and left to the reader. D 
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We now describe some a.s. properties of the limiting law. 
THEOREM 10.4. If 9 is a sample from jlQ, then a.s. 9 is contained in the interior 
of Q and for every open UcC, if Un9i=0, then Un9 has Hausdorff dimension ~. 
In particular, 9 is a.s. homeomorphic to a Cantor set, unless it is empty. 
Proof. It follows from (7.8) from §7.4 that 9 is jlQ-a.s. contained in the interior of 
Q. Now fix some open U whose closure is contained in the interior of Q. Fix ry>O and 
let 9'rJ denote a sample from jl~. Let >''rJ denote the counting measure on 9'rJ n U divided 
by ry-20:4(1, 1/rJ). We may consider >''rJ as a random point in the metric space of Borel 
measures on Q with the Prokhorov metric. By (3.6) and the estimate (2.4), we have 
limsuP'rJ\.olE[>''rJ(U)]<oo. Therefore, the law of >''rJ is tight as ry\.O. Likewise, the law of 
the pair (9'rJ' >''rJ) is tight. Hence, there is a sequence ryj --+ 0 such that the law of the pair 
(9'rJj' >''rJj) converges weakly as j--+oo. Let (9, >.) denote a sample from the weak limit. 
Then>. is a.s. a measure whose support is contained in 9. 
Now let BcU be a closed disk. Let B' cB be a concentric open disk with smaller 
radius, and let 8 denote the distance from oB' to oB. Theorem 7.1 with B' and B in 
place of U' and U implies that >'(B»O a.s. on the event 0i=9nBCB'. (Note that 
0i=9nBcB' is an open condition on 9, since it is equivalent to having 0i=9nB' 
and 9n(B\B')=0.) But B\B' can be covered by 0(8-1 ) disks of radius 8. By (3.4) 
and (2.5), for each ofthese radius-8 disks, the probability that 9 intersects it is 0(85/4+0(1)). 
Therefore, lP'[9nB¢B']=0((jl/4+0 (1)). In particular, we have 
lP'[9nB i= 0, >'(B) = 0] = 0(1) 
as 8\.0; that is, lP'[9nBi=0,>'(B)=0]=0. By considering a countable collection of 
disks covering U it follows that on Un9i=0 we have >'(U»O a.s. The correlation 
estimate (3.3) and the asymptotics 0:4(r)=r-5/4+ 0 (1) from (2.5) imply that for ry>O and 
every s> - ~ we have 
This implies that a.s. L L ix-yi S d>'(x) d>.(y) < 00. 
Therefore, Frostman's criterion implies that the Hausdorff dimension of 9 is a.s. at least 
~ on the event 9nU i=0. By Lemma 3.2, the expected number of disks ofradius r needed 
to cover 9nU is bounded from above by r 3/ 4+0 (1). Hence, the Hausdorff dimension of 
Un9 is a.s. at most ~ on the event Un9i=0. This proves the claim for any fixed U. 
The assertion for every U then follows by considering a countable basis for the topology 
(i.e., disks having rational radius and centers with rational coordinates). D 
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Remark 10.5. It would be interesting to prove the weak convergence of the law of 
(.9''1)')..'1)) as 77\.0. 
Note that the proof above shows that for any subsequential scaling limit (.9',)..) of 
(.9''1), )..'1)), the support of the measure).. a.s. is the whole of .9'. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Since [0, Rj2 is a square, we have lE[fR]-tO a.s. Therefore 
1P'[.9'!R =0]-t0. Consequently, the claims follow from Theorems 10.1 and 10.4. D 
11. Some open problems 
Here is a list of some questions and open problems: 
(1) For any Boolean function f: {-I, l}n-t{ -1, I}, define its spectral entropy to be 
Ent(J) = " A 2 1 ~ f(8) log-A -. f(8)2 S~{l, ... ,n} 
Friedgut and Kalai conjectured in [FK] that there is some absolute constant C>O such 
that for any Boolean function f, 
Ent(J)::::;; C L /(8)2181 = ClE[I.9'!I]; 
S~{l, ... ,n} 
in other words, that the spectral entropy is controlled by the total influence. As was 
pointed out to us by Gil Kalai, it is natural to test the conjecture in the setting of 
percolation: if fR is the ±1-indicator function of the left-right crossing in the square 
[O,Rj2, is it true that Ent(JR)=O(R2 0:4 (R))? 
(2) Our paper deals with noise sensitivity of percolation and its applications to 
dynamical percolation. One could ask similar questions about the Ising model, for which 
a natural dynamics is the Glauber dynamics. For instance, Broman and Steif ask in [BrS, 
Question 1.8] if there exist exceptional times for the Ising model on 71} at /3= /3c for which 
there is an infinite up-spin cluster. Since SLE3 (which is supposedly the scaling limit of 
critical Ising interfaces, see Smirnov's recent breakthrough [Sm2]) does not have double 
points, there should be very few pivotals, and thus such exceptional times should not 
exist, but the missing argument is a quasi-multiplicativity property for the probabilities 
of the alternating 4-arm events in the Ising model. Similar questions can be asked for 
the FK random cluster model, Potts models, etc. 
(3) Prove the weak convergence of the law of (.9''1), )..'1)); see Remark 10.5. In a 
forthcoming paper [GPSl], we will prove the weak convergence of the law of (&'1),5:.'1))' 
where 5:.'1) is the counting measure on the set of pivotals renormalized by 77-20:4(1,1/77)' 
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(4) Prove that fYJR and .9'R asymptotically have the same "polar sets". See Re-
mark 8.6 for a more precise description. 
(5) Prove that the laws of fYJR and .9'R are asymptotically mutually singular, or 
that their scaling limits are singular. Remark 4.6 suggests that this should be the case, 
since both these sets should be statistically self similar, in some sense. 
(6) Do we have lE[I.9'RQI]=lE[lfYJRQ I]:=:::R2(X4(R) for any quad QcC, as R goes to 
infinity? (See Theorem 7.4). 
(7) In the same fashion, prove that the sharp tightness as in Theorem 1.1 still holds 
for general quads. With our techniques, this would require a uniform control over the 
domain on the constants involved in Proposition 5.11, as well as a statement analogous 
to Proposition 4.1 for the case of general quads. 
(8) Prove that the main statement in §5 (Proposition 5.1) still holds for non-
monotone functions such as the C-arm annulus crossing events. (See §5.3 for an ex-
planation why we needed the monotonicity assumption for the first moment.) If such a 
generalization was proved, then it would imply in particular that for the triangular lattice 
the set of exceptional times with both infinite black and white clusters has dimension ~ 
a.s., strengthening the last statement in Theorem 1.4. 
For C> 1, there is a further small complication when C is odd: a bit can be pivotal for 
the C-arm event even without having the exact 4-arm event around its tile. (That is why 
we restricted Proposition 4.7 to the CE{1}U2N+ case.) Resolving this technicality and 
the non-monotonicity problem would imply the existence of exceptional times where there 
are polychromatic three arms from 0 to infinity (the dimension of this set of exceptional 
times would then be ~). We cannot prove the existence of such times with the results of 
the present paper. 
(9) Let us conclude with a computational problem: find any "efficient" algorithmic 
way to sample .9' in the case of percolation, say (in order, for instance, to make pictures 
of it), or prove that such an algorithm does not exist. 
As we have recently learnt from Gil Kalai, the fact that the crossing function itself is 
computable in polynomial time (in the number of input bits) implies that there is a poly-
nomial time quantum algorithm to sample .9' [BV, Theorem 8.4.2]. In fact, the Fourier 
sampling problem provided the first formal evidence that quantum Turing machines are 
more powerful than bounded-error probabilistic Turing machines. 
Appendix A. An inequality for multi-arm probabilities 
We prove here an estimate regarding the multi-arm crossing probabilities for annuli in 
critical bond percolation on 'II}, which is due to Vincent Beffara (private communication) 
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and included here with his permission. 
PROPOSITION A.l. Fix kEN+ and consider bond percolation on Z2 with parameter 
p=~. There are constants C, c>O, which may depend on k, such that for all l<r<R, 
(A.I) 
The method of proof can be generalized to give a few similar results. However, 
new ideas seem to be necessary for the corresponding statement with k= ~. The case 
k= ~ is of particular significance: it was proved in [SSt] that it implies the existence 
of exceptional times for Bernoulli (~) bond percolation on Z2. In the present paper we 
prove their existence using (A.I) instead. 
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we will restrict the proof to the case k=2, which 
is the case we need, but the proof very easily carries over to the general case. Let A(r, R) 
denote the annulus which is the closure of B(O, R) \B(O, r). If we have the 4-arm event in 
A(r, R), i.e., four crossings of alternating colors between the two boundary components 
of A(r, R), with white (primal) and black (dual) colors on the tiles given in §2.1, then 
there are at least 4 interfaces ')'1, ')'2, ')'3 and ')'4 separating these clusters. These interfaces 
are simple paths on the grid Z2 + (~, ~) in A( r, R), and each of them has one point on 
each boundary component A(r, R). 
Let ')'= (')'1, ')'2, ')'3) be a triple of three simple paths that can arise as three consecutive 
interfaces in cyclic order. Let A')' denote the event that these are actual interfaces between 
crossing clusters. Let S:=S')' denote the connected component of A(r, R) \ (')'1 U')'3) that 
does not contain ')'2, and let B')' denote the event that A-r occurs and there are at least 
two disjoint primal crossings in S. Our first goal is to prove that 
JP'[B')' I A-r] ~ O(I)al (r, R) (~J, (A.2) 
with some constant c>O. 
Note that on A,)" we have in S at least one primal crossing and at least one dual 
crossing, which are adjacent to ')'1 and ')'3. For the sake of definiteness, we will assume 
that the primal crossing is adjacent to ')'1 and the dual crossing is adjacent to ')'3. (This 
can be determined from')'.) Let S' = S~ denote the set of edges in S that are not adj acent 
to ')'1. Then given A,)" we have B')' if and only if there is a primal crossing also in S'. 
Therefore, (A.2) follows once we show that for every such')' the probability that there is 
a crossing in S' is bounded from above by the right-hand side of (A.2). 
We may consider a percolation configuration w in the whole plane and also restrict it 
to S'. Let wI} denote the restriction of W to B(O, (}), for any (}E [r, R]. Write (}+-+(}' for the 
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Figure A.I. T he event Vj withj=l. 
event. thaL there is a crossing of w between the two boundary components of the annulus 
A Cg, g'), and write (!~ (/ for the existence of such a crossing within some specified 
set D. \Ve will prove that for some constant aE(O, 1) and every {} and r/ satisfying 
rVl00~/?~Ao'~~R we have 
s· IF[?" +---+ I)' I w!!' r +---+ R] :;;;; a. (A .3) 
Using induction, this implies (A.2) with t"= logs(l/a}. 
T he interface 1'1 crosses the annulus A (3l,l, 40) one or more times. Let w denote t he 
winding number around 0 of olle of these crossings, that is, the signed change of t he 
argument along the crossing divided by 21T. Suppose that {3 is a simple path in A(3fl, 4fl) 
with one endpoint on each boundary component of the annulus and let wp denote t he 
winding number of {3. If {3nil = 0, t hen we may adjoin to {3U'YI two arcs on the boundary 
components of the annulus to form a simple closed curve which has winding number in 
{a , ±l}. Therefore, we see t ha t Iw~wpi >3 implies that {3n'Yl ",0. 
Let Vj denote the event tha t there is a d ual crossing in w of A(30, 40) with wind-
ing number in the range [j ~ ~ ,j+4], and there a re primal circuits in A(2/?,3/?) and in 
A(4fl, 5fl) , each of them separating the two boundary components of its annulus, and 
t hese primal circuits are connected to each ot lter in w; see Figure A.1. By the RSW 
t heorem, there is a constant 6> 0 such that lP'[V±101~ 6 . \\le claim that 
(AA) 
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If we condition on V lO , and we further condition on the outermost primal circuit CYo 
in A(2Q, 3Q) and on the innermost primal circuit CYI in A( 4Q, 5Q), then the configura-
tion inside CYo and the configuration outside CYI remains unbiased, and if additionally 
CYo is connected to the inner boundary component of A(r, R) and CYI is connected to 
the outer boundary component of A(r, R), then we also have r+-+R. This implies that 
lP[r+-+RlwiI' V lO ] ~lP[r+-+RlwiI]. The same holds for V- IO , and since V±IO is independent 
of WiI' the inequality (A.4) easily follows. 
Now note that if Vj holds, then every primal crossing of A(3Q, 4Q) in W has winding 
number in the range [j-4,j+4]. Hence, if Ij-wl>7, then 
s' Consequently, at least one of the two events V±10 is disjoint from {Qf------+4Q}. This 
gives (A.3) with a:=1-0. As we have argued before, (A.2) follows. 
The 5-arm crossing event is certainly contained in U1' 81" where the union ranges 
over all, as above. Hence, (A.2) gives 
CY5(r, R):S:; 0(1) (~J CYI(r, R)lE [L 1A-Y]. 
l' 
(A.5) 
If X is the number of interfaces crossing the annulus A(r, R) (which is necessarily even), 
then 2:1' 1A-y is not more than X 3 1x ;;:'4. Since for all jEN we have 
( r )j€O lP[X ~ j] :s:; 0(1) R 
with some constant 100>0 (by the RSW estimate and the BK inequality) and 
for some EIE(O,OO), we have lE[X31x;;:'4]:S:;0(1)lP[X~4] when R>2r, say. Therefore, 
lE [L 1A-y] :s:; lE[X31x ;;:'4] :s:; O(l)lP[X ~ 4] = 0(1)CY4(r, R). 
l' 
When combined with (A.5), this proves the proposition in the case k=2. The general 
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